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The Foot &  Mouth 
Epidemic f i ^ l

M E R C H A N T S  
O F  D E A T H
TF NEWSPAPER REPORTS are to be 

believed, it is ironic to note that 
Wilson, or any politicians for that matter, 
are scrapping about principles. Usually 
political expediency is the criteria of 
any disagreement.

Wilson must keep some faith with the 
'Left, hence the hesitation over the South 
African arms deal. He also has his 
eye on the Constituency Labour Parties 
who are notoriously Left Wing. On 
the other hand, our exports at the 
moment are pretty ropey, devaluation 
was the intended stimulant, therefore the 
economists argue that ‘charity begins at 
home' and so we should agree to supply 
the arms South Africa requires. Money 
and principle have absolutely nothing 
in common.

The selling of arms is a  lucrative 
proposition—it paid dividends in the 
Arab-Israeli war. In that particular case 
one could supply arms to one or both 
sides, the latter being preferable, of 
course. The argument is that if we do 
not supply arms to South Africa someone 
else will—France or Germany; this is 
the responsibility of the French and 
German people.

To be perfectly frank, British Govern
ments have never really been opposed to 
the apartheid policy of South Africa; they 
have paid lip service to opposition of 
a kind, but fundamentally the amount of 
British money invested in South Africa 
demands very little opposition to  apart
heid.

We have always hid behind the beauti
ful escape clause, ‘non-interference in 
the internal affairs of other countries*. 
When the call was made for a boycott 
of South African goods, the official 
Labour Party ignored it and the Co
operative movement claimed they could 
not afford it. It should come as no 
surprise, therefore, that the leaders of the 
Labour Party are in fact prepared to 
recontinue the sale of arms to South 
Africa.

The arms issue is being used for a 
power struggle within the Cabinet, and 
Wilson’s authority within the Cabinet 
is at stake. The Prime Minister of 
Britain today has virtually all the powers 
of a dictator. Whilst things are going 
well, this is tolerated by the Parlia
mentary Labour Party but. when the 
situation is bad, then there is a big 
search for a ‘patsy’. The Parliamentary 
Labour Party realise that the present 
Government could be the destruction of 
the Labour Party as a viable political 
party and are prepared to take any 
action to prevent this even to  the dis
posal of Wilson, as a gesture to the

DEMAND AMNESTY 
FOR TERRY & CO.
HHH1S IS THE TIME to bombard 
R- Mr. J. Callaghan with requests for 
the release of Terry Chandler, Del Foley 
and Mike Randle.

Whilst King Constantine is dithering 
in Rome, our friends, who opposed the 
military dictatorship, are languishing in 
Britain’s stinking jails.

-Our reformist friends have some pre
cedents to quote to Mr. Callaghan. Let 
him remember 1963!
i If Franco could be persuaded to let 
Stuart Christie out, Jim Callaghan should 
be a walk-over.

Let the lawyers and the MPs put our 
friends’ case as forcibly as they can.

But at this ‘season of goodwill’ our 
goodwill towards ‘Big Jim’ is at a 
low ebb. We demand action from him 
NOW! R.

country, that the Government is con
cerned about exports first and principles 
second if it docs not cost anything.

This year we have sold South Africa 
£217 million->vorth of goods and im
ported £186 million from her. When 
South Africa was expelled from the 
Commonwealth it was purely a token 
gesture to India and Africa, neither 
Britain or South Africa has suffered as 
a consequence.

The whole affair must be seen in its 
true perspective. Wilson wants Left-Wing 
Labour support for future unpalatable 
measures that have to be implemented. 
He knows that South Africa is a highly 
emotional issue as far as the Left 
Wing is concerned and this .is his offer 
in exchange for the hope of future 
support.

Having cleared the air of the facade 
of ‘opposition to apartheid’ the export 
of arms anywhere is criminal, it is the 
action of ‘Merchants of Death’.

Bill Christopher.

Will nature takes its course* or 
do we slaughter the Minister of 
Agriculture and his staff if he 
gets influenza? '

nnHIS IS THE FIRST TIME that 
the official policy  ̂of slaughter 

has not been effective 9  controlling 
this disease. It is |  .pplicy that, 
despite individual tragedies, has had 
the general support of the farming 
community as it has up to the 
present been the cheapest, and most 
efficient, means of controlling the 
disease under commercial farming 
conditions.

The. disease is of very ancient 
origin and- is referred to in old 
books as murrain or pest, and known 
as the malignant epidemic influenza. 
Murrain is, nowaday^, the name 
given to a less serious disease called 
red-water. It appeals that there 
were two forms of the- disease, one 
mild and the other very serious. 
There was a very serious epidemic 
in Britain in 1757 which produced 
many deaths amongst the livestock: 
and on the Continent, from 1710 
to 1714, 1730, 1731 and from 1744 
to 1746, there were very serious 
attacks. The 1757 British attack 
produced a treatise oh the disease 
by a London physician called Dr. 
Layard, which was translated into 
several languages. There was also

■DbftrWJI

I f  s your Wages they’ re After
TH E  GOVERNMENT is now asking 

I the TUC to agree to a voluntary 
wage stop for the whole of 1968. I 
learned of this from the national press 
which also reports that the TUC is 
unlikely to agree to this proposition 
and wants instead to see wages rise by 
about 3i% next year.

Whether this is true we shall find out 
in due course, since it never occurred 
to the mandarins of the TUC to inform 
me and the rest of Britain’s ten million 
trade unionists just what the hell they 
are up to. They take our money, they 
pay themselves handsome salaries, they 
sneak into No. 10 Downing Street for 
chats with the Ministers and then, months 
later, like some collection of army com
manders, they issue a communique to 
the troops. But that’s another subject 
and one , which we hope to return to 
in other articles. Meanwhile to the 
wage stop.

It is undoubtedly true that the Govern
ment wants to stop all wage increases. 
This wretched collection of ‘labour’ poli
ticians, all of them well-fed, well- 
breeched, and as far away from socialist 
ideas as the man in the moon, can’t 
solve the so-called ‘economic crisis’. 
They have juggled with the pound, 
raised the bank rate, had talks with 
international bankers but they are as 
far away from solving the crisis as ever 
they were.
THE REAL PROBLEM

The plain fact is that the rivals of 
British capitalism, either through superior 
productivity, or lower wages (or both) 
are still producing more and selling it 
cheaper in foreign markets. As the 
Government sees it, British capitalism 
must become more ‘competitive’, that 
is, it must be able to produce more 
cheaply than its capitalist competitors. 
Fundamentally, there is only one way 
that can be achieved—by getting less 
men to do more work for less money. 
That is the meaning of ‘raising produc
tivity’ in this god-forsaken capitalist 
system.

What the employers want is greater 
profitability which means for them a 
bigger share in the wealth produced by 
the labours of the working class. If they 
can achieve that, they can (a) cut costs 
and raise profits, and (b) out of this 
increased profit they can set aside some 
of it for investment in improved tech
nology.

So the Government,! faithful servant 
of Big-Business that itl'is, now asks the 
TUC to co-operate in'this truly ‘socia
list’ exercise. The Government’s own 
estimate of the rise in prices during 
196$ is 3:4-%, but the' estimate of the 
various trade associations like the grocers 
is much higher, around 10%.

If the TUC agree -to co-operate with 
the Government in preventing us from 
raising our wages in such a situation 
(and assuming they can con the trade 
union movement into agreeing as well), 
then it will mean that out standard of 
living in 1968 will drop by something 
between 34% and 10%^

This is based purely on the purchasing 
power of wages and lakes no account 
of stiff increases in rents that are in 
the offing, nor of cats in the social 
services, nor in cuts In house building 
and the rest.

A 10% rise in living costs won’t mean 
all that much to the members of the 
TUC like Sid Greene Who gets a salary 
of around £3,000 a year, but to the 
wife of one of Mr. Greene’s railwaymen 
trying to bring up a family on about 
£15 a week it will mean absolute 
disaster.
THE ONLY ANSWER

There is only one answer that trade 
unionists can give to Wilson and to 
the TUC . . . Go Tp Helll Under this 
rotten, corrupt capitalist system of 
society we hftyp only pne source of 
income, only one nowns of bringing 
up our wives and families in some 
degree of comfort, and that is our 
wage packet. We owe it to our families 
to sell our labour as high as possible.

Lei Wilson mid Woodcock liulch their 
schemes for salvaging the system. We 
should have none of M- When the cost 
of living goes up W  cither fight for 
higher wages—or we see our kids go 
without some of the things that they 
need. And If the Governnient and the 
employers suy that the ‘country’ can’t 
afford to pay us decent wages, that the 
old age pensioners must go frozen all 
the winter, that the sld1 and the homeless 
must suffer so that Rig Business may 
STAY In business, we fly  loud und clear, 
that It’s not our wages that the ‘country* 
can’t ufford, It Is the whole rotten 
system. where a few live off the backs 
of the many.

John Lawrence.

a very serious outbreak in 1865 when 
233,699 cattle died of the disease. 
These epidemics obviously cannot be 
placed at the door of artificial fer
tilizers as they were not then in 
use. This is not to say that short
comings in management did not 
contribute to the virulence of the 
attacks as with the various plagues 
that attacked human beings at those 
times.

While the slaughter policy is used 
one cannot judge whether other 
methods of controlling the disease 
will be effective. A well-known 
organic farmer in the affected area 
told me that he had lost one herd. 
He said that in a country where 
the disease ris not endemic there is 
little chance that a natural immunity 
will be built up. He was confident, 
however, that the cattle were heal
thier and freer from the diseases that 
normally affect cattle. Cattle are 
of course slaughtered before their 
reaction to the disease can be ascer= 
tained.

The disease is endemic in South 
America, Asia, Africa and Europe, 
but Ireland, USA, Canada, New 
Zealand and Australia are free from 
the disease. These countries do not 
import meat from countries where 
the disease is endemic. In countries 
where livestock are the major in
dustry, immediate and, drastic steps 
ar-e talcera to  prevewt tlie^spread joL 
the disease. Here, however, the re
action can only be described as 
lethargic; measures such as the can
cellation of racing and meat impor
tation from South America have 
only recently been taken.
FRANCE, A MEASURE 
OF CONTROL

France combines a vaccination policy 
with slaughter and seems to have 
achieved a measure of control of the 
disease. The producers of pedigree live
stock however have largely been in 
favour of slaughter as, if the disease be
came endemic, valuable markets for pedi
gree bloodstock would be closed.

There are also technical reasons why 
some are against the vaccination policy 
—the variety of strains of virus, the fact 
that young stock cannot be effectively 
vaccinated,, and the fact that, hitherto, 
slaughter was cheaper than vaccination.

The late Newman Turner contended 
that the disease could be cured by 
natural methods and offered to demon
strate this under controlled conditions 
but the Ministry of. Agriculture did not 
take this up. The late Sir Albert Howard 
in Farming and Gardening for Health or 
Disease experimented in India where 
there was widespread foot and mouth 
disease and claimed that even with actual 
contact with animals having the disease 
his animals did not contract the diseased 
There were also similar experiments by 
the Marquis Stanga at Cremona in 1938- 
This school qf thought believes that the 
basic cause or this diseaso and others, 
in animals as in humans, is due to some 
mismanagement. The complexities of 
biology and ecology are still to bo fully 
understood.

Policeman guards farm where all livestock 
was slaughtered—also dogs, cats, hens 

. . .  anything that moves.

LIVESTOCK KILLED
Apart from the technicalities of the 

disease and the fact that other cattle 
diseases in the long run are more costly 
to the farmer, nothing is more traumatic 
to the farmer than having the whole of 
his livestock wiped out in a day, parti
cularly if his herd is the result of a life
time’s work of patient breeding, a matter 
ihajLna amount ofjiash will compensate.

It is not only the fanning community, 
however, that are affected by such 
tragedies. The whole population must 
cease to take for granted the automatic 
arrival at our tables of a sufficiency of 
food. As competition from growing 
populations for space and food becomes 
more fierce, the importance of what is 
produced from our own soil will become 
more important. Certainly those of us 
who are concerned with a free society 
must see that such a scramble will not' 
be conducive to attaining such a society.

Personally I believe that:
1. Large units contain high biological 

and psychological risks;
2. If biological factors are overridden 

. by commercial factors, the biolo
gical checks will assert themselves.

I do not think, and this is a personal 
opinion, that the virus or bacteria are 
the only factors in human or animal 
epidemics. I think stress or widespread 
mismanagement have a large part to 
play. In the last decade or two, farmers 
have been forced by commercial con
siderations to increase their stocking rate 
per acre. (The centre of the present out
break is probably the most heavily 
stocked in the country.) Not only hAve 
farmers been forced to carry much more 
stock, they have also specialised, so 
there is a great deal of monostocking 
and monocropping. This carries greater 
risks of disease. Growers of barley have 
also been in difficulties in spite of the 
vast battery of insecticides and herbi
cides at their disposal. If everybody is 
to be fed and there is to be a relative 
freedom from disease there has to be a 
closer look at methods used to produce 
our food, particularly as production be- 

Cosdiued ob |Mgc 2

Slaughtered cows in a field at Oswestry.



books 
for Xmas

We can supply these books (and others) 
for Xmas gifts. Thus you can benefit 
your friends and our funds—two for the 
price of one!
The Wobblies Patrick Renshaw 42/- 
The Russian Anarchists Paul Avrich 69/- 
Selected Philosophical Works

Alexander Herzen 10/— 
Love and Orgasm Alexander Lowen 37/6 
To Hell with Culture Herbert Read 21/- 
Anarchy and Order Herbert Read 21/— 
H ie  Sexual Revolution

Wilhelm Reich 25/- 
Character Analysis Wilhelm Reich 63/-, 
Authority and Delinquency in the 

M odern State Alex Comfort 10/6
Equality and Power - R. V. Sampson 35/- 
Talking of Summerhill A. S. Neill 25/- 
Hom er Lane: a Biography

W. David Wills 40/- 
Growing Up Absurd Paul Goodman 21/- 
Plays, Prose, Writings and Poems

Oscar W ilde 12/6 
The Peckham Experiment

Innes H. Pearse & Lucy H. Crocker 12/6 
The Sane Society

Erich From m  (paperback) 12/6 
Fear of Freedom

Erich Fromm (paperback) 10/— 
Hard Travcllin’: The Hobo and his 

History Kenneth Allsop 45/—
SPECIAL OFFER 
STOCKING FILLER 
Caleb Williams William Godwin 
(‘What were this Bluebeard’s 
unspeakable crimes’)

(paperback, reduced) 3/6

Postage Extra 

Tokens Accepted

Freedom Bookshop
(Open 2 p.m.—5.30 p.m. daily;
10 a.m.—1 p.m. Thursdays;
10 a.m.—5 p.m. Saturdays)

1 7 a  M K X W E L L  R O A D  
F U L H A M  SW 6  T e l :  R E N  3 73 6

FREEDOM PRESS 
PUBLICATIONS
SELECTIONS FROM ‘FREEDOM ’
Vol 3 1953: Colonialism on Trial 
Vol 4 1954: Living on a Volcano 
Vol 5 1955: The Immoral Moralists 
Vol 6 1956: Oil and Troubled Waters 
Voi 7 1957: Year One—Sputnik Era 
Vol 8 1958: Socialism in a Wheelchair 
Vol 9 1959: Print, Press & Public 
Voi 10 1960: The Tragedy of Africa 
Vol 11 1961: The People in the Street 
Vol 12 1962: Pilkington v. Beeching 
Vol 13 1963: Forces of Law and Order 
Vol 14 1964: Election Ym »
Each volume: paper 7/6 d o t h  10/6.
The paper edition of the Selections is 
available to readers of FREEDOM  
at 5/6 post free.

VERNON RICHARDS 
Mala testa: His Life and Ideas 
lloth 21/-; paper 10/6 
E. M ALATESTA 
Anarchy Paper 1 /- 
ALEXANDER BERKMAN 
ABC of Anarchism paper 2/6 
ALEX COMFORT 
Delinquency 6d.
/A U L  ELTZBACHER 
Anarchism (Seven Exponents of the 
Anarchist Philosophy) cloth 21/- 
RUDOLF ROCKER 
Nationalism and Culture 
cloth 21/-
CHARLES MARTIN 
Towards a Free Society 2/6 
JOHN HEWETSON 
Ill-Health, Poverty and the State 
do th  2/6; paper 1 /- 
VOLINE
Nineteen-Seven teen (The Russian 
Revolution Betrayed) cloth 12/6 
The Unknown Revolution 
(Kronstadt 1921, Ukraine 1918-21) 
do th  12/6 
E. A. GUTKIND 
The Expanding Environment 
(itiuetrated) boards 6/6 
GEORGE BARRETT 
H ie  First Person (Selections) 2/6 
MICHAEL BAKUNIN 
Marxism, Freedom and the State 
(ed.) K. I . Kenafick (paper) 7/6 
MARIE-LOLflSE BERNER! 
Neither Bast nor West (Selected 
Writings) (paper) 6/-

Around the GalleriesBy  THE VERY NATURE of the work 
involved, one would choose to 

ignore the exhibition of paintings by 
John Bratby at Zwemmer’s Gallery at 
26 Litchfield Street, W.C.2. Bratby, like 
the novelist John Braine, made a first 
well-publicised impact on the accepting 
public by the crude and honest vulgarity 
of his work. In a period of painterly 
introspection when limp hands were 
picking little scabs off or on to over- 
large canvases and the Town whinnied 
with delight every time the Kasmin 
Gallery added another painted girder 
from a building site to their collection 
of unlosable art objects, Bratby came to 
us of the earth earthy. He literally 
churned the gaily coloured paints on his 
canvases into huge and monstrous sun
flowers and his backgrounds into a blanc
mange of creamy , paint until the subject 
matter collapsed through the sheer 
energy of the painter. He painted his 
female nudes, and these gaunt and 
startled women in their turn began to 
sink into this morass of paintingi hysteria, 
and still Bratby painted on and still 
Braine wrote his drear novels of tough- 
minded library assistants who believed 
in money, private profit and despised the 
London art world.

But that single' moment when the 
Town felt that here was raw and primi
tive humanity roaring out of the northern 
hells with its credo bannered before it 
quickly vanished as canvas succeeded 
canvas and book succeeded book, for 
each in his turn reproduced their still
born  child to an audience who were no 
longer interested. \

And again John Bratby fills the, walls 
of that slightly off putting and dispiriting 
gallery that always seems to, lose itself 
in the short and dingy length of Litch
field Street. One enters the gallery as a 
m atter of courtesy when making the 
rounds of the rest of the ward yet one 
always feels that one is intruding into 
some private domestic tragedy while the 
young and changeling faces behind the 
priced pile of catalogues come and go 
in an unremembered stream.

Yet one has a duty, as the public 
hangman so often said. I  would not 
bother to publicly condemn this exhi
bition were it not fo r the introduction 
within the catalogue that John Bratby 
the painter has written to justify his 
work. Of the paintings themselves there 
is little to be said. I  would hold that 
they are extremely bad freehand draw
ings of a num ber of relatively unimpor
tant people working in the field of public 
entertainment. The subjects range from- 
Malcolm Muggeridge to Lionel Bart, 
David Jacobs to David Frost and all 
those frothy people skimmed from  to
day’s personality of the minute, crudely 
drawn and brightly coloured. Like visi
tors to a waxworks exhibition one’s 
pleasure lies in identifying the subject 
but when one is fed on a daily diet 
of Cummings in the Express, o r Gerald 
Scarfe, or Trog, this Zwemmer homage 
to the oracle of despair or the D J with 
the mostest fails lamentably, and only 
the filling in of the crude outlines with 
the churned up paint can demand our 
attention. The corpse rots but the. 
colours are pretty.

But Bratby has written these words in 
his introduction within his catalogue, that 
"For many years I ’ve believed, as the

outcome o f looking, that the facial 
appearance of a person Is to a tremen
dous extent determined by and an 
expression of their character\

This was the obscene and fallacious 
doctrine that has eaten its way like a 
death worm through the world’s history. 
Lombroso and the Third Reich turned
it into a pseudo-science and men, women 
and children have died because of their 
facial appearances and too too often 
those who ordered their deaths were 
men and Women who cotild have graced 
any pulpit in the approximate costume.

The genial judge that sent the long
haired pop star to prison did it because

TH E  Christian urge to keep cash in 
Christmas is nowhere more obvious 

than in New York City. For instance 
apartment-house dwellers are deluged 
with ‘seasbn’s greetings from  your friends 
on the maintenance staff’ and myriad 
other subtle solicitations fo r gratuities. 
The wall o f my garage is adorned with 
holiday , wishes ‘from the boys*. The  
whole period reflects an unabashed, 
avaricious shakedown o f everyone in 
sight in an orgy of sanctimonious extor
tion in between getting, drunk.

However, my favourite instance was 
when l  strolled into a midtown business 
establishment at which 1 was a total 
stranger, and found the proprietor in
dignantly asking one o f the staff, ‘What’s 
this?* indicating an item in the cheque

FOOT & MOUTH
] Continued from page 1 

comes more intensive The epidemic 
should be a salutary lesson to those who 
have an industrial approach to farming. 
There is some certainty about an indus
trial process but the complexity of bio
logical processed still make farming 
something of an art. When governments 
can sterilise large.areas of our best farm 
land in the cause|of neurotic speed, when 
the prospect o# |graine increases year 
by y e a rT ^ d  tak e  drastic
action to stop p  mankind’s prospects 
are dim*

Eminent scientists have warned that 
the Western pattern of farming is no 
answer to the world food problem and 
may indeed be an uneconomic method 
of food production. While the blind 
irrational forces of world finance force 
mankind upon paths which are alien to 
his interests, and .vast sums are spent on 
research devoted to the sacred altar of 
commerce, urgent research into the social 
and technical problems of living har
moniously in an overcrowded world are 
neglected.

The slaughter method of dealing with 
the current epidemic is just one facet 
of a whole way of dealing with problems 
which are shortsighted and blighted by

the man in the dock had a facial expres
sion that failed to please. The publicans 
that bolted their lavatories to the Alder- 
maston marchers did it fo r this self-same 
reason and every con-man that ever 
robbed an old woman succeeded because 
of the honest and noble cut of his 
features.

Of all the people that Bratby could 
have chosen to pu t across this nasty 
essay in unreason there is surely no 
group less worthy of his limited talent, 
fo r the public entertainer by the very 
nature of his job is a man o r woman 
that sells his artificial self to an audience 
who want a  Christ without a crucifixion,

book. The answer was given as though 
it should be self-explanatory, ‘A couple 
o f cops.*

The proprietor with rising fury  
countered, 7  already paid off the co p s’ 
The assistant with seemingly unassailable 
logic replied, ‘This was two more. The 
chief sent them down fo r  their Christmas 
bonus!  . •

The owtier was adamant, ‘W hat do l  
gotta do—-pay o ff fo u r fucking cops 
$357’ A t this point I  couldn’t resist sug
gesting brightly that it ‘was all in the 
interest o f law and order'. Somehow he 
refused to be consoled, so 1 left. I  refuse 
to do business w ith an obstinate Scrooge 
who can’t get into the spirit o f the 
season.

R.S.C.

our lopsided economics. M uch of our 
farming practice is biologically unsound. 
Our way of life is biologically and 
socially unsound. We have created cer
tain biological problems which we are 
not beginning to grapple with. An 
ecological approach must replace the 
commercial approach if  mankind is to 
benefit from  much in the world that 
has great promise.

Alan A lbon.
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M OVING FU N D
Target is £500.
Received to date—£232 13s.

P R E M IS E S  FU N D
Target is £1,000 per year.
Pledges received to  date—£243 18s.

There will be 
NO ‘FREEDOM3 
SO.12,’67  
or 6.1.’68
M artin, Oriel College, Oxford.
PLYM OUTH ANARCHIST FEDERATION . Con
tact J. HU1, 79 Undertone, Plymstock, Plym outh, 
Devon.
READING ANARCHIST G R O U P. Contact 
Alan Ross, 116 Belmont Road, Reading, Berks. 
SH EFFIELD RADICAL G R O U P. Contact 
R obin Lovell c /o  Students' U nion, Sheffield 
SH EFFIELD UNIVERSITY G R O U P. Contact 
S .R .O ., 31 H arcourt Road, Sheffield, 10. 
University.
SLOUGH ANARCHIST GRO U P AND ‘HIPPY* 
GRO UP. Contact B. P. Norcott, 116 Lower 
Cippenhara Lane, Slough, Bucks. Meetings every 
other Friday.
S.W . LONDON LIBERTARIANS. Meet every 
Thursday, 7.30 p.m. I a t 14 Clapham  Court, 
King's Avenue (Acre Lane end), S.W.4.
SOUTH WEST M IDDLESEX ANARCHIST 
G roup meets alternate Thursdays and Saturdays, 
on Eel Pie Island. Contact P. J. Goody, 36 
Norman Avenue, Hanworth, Middlesex. 
TROW BRIDGE PEACE ACTION GROUP. 
Contact P. W eston, Chivele, Butts Lane, Keevil. 
Trowbridge, W iltshire. Meetinas every Tuesday 
7.30 p.m. Friends' Meeting House (opp. Bus 
Station).

E S S E X  &  E A S T  H E R T S  
F E D E R A T I O N
To be serviced by a newsletter and three-monthly 
meetings. Groups and individuals are invited to 
associate: c /o  Keith Nathan, 138 Pennymead, 
Busildom contact M. Powell, 7 Lingeroft, Basildon. 
ChelniNfordi contact Mrs. Eva Archer, Mill 
House, Purleigh, Chelmsford.
Harlow.
Euplngi contact John Barrick, 14 Centre Avenue. 
Hurlowi contact John Deards, 184 C arter's Mead 
an d /o r Geoff Hardy, 6 Hedrick’s Lane.
Loughtom o /o  Students’ Union, Loughton 
College of Further Education, Loughton, Essex. 
NORTH EAST ESSEX. G roup meets the first 
Monday in each month 7.15 p.m. at 91 Brook 
Street, Tolleshurst Knights, Tlntree, Essex. For 
further information write P. Newell, 'M aybush', 
Maypole Road, Tlptrce, Essex
N O R T H -W E S T  F E D E R A T IO N
Regional Secretary; Alistair Rattray, 35a 
Devonshire Road', Chorley.
NORTH WEST ANARCHIST FEDERATION. 
BUXTON ANARCHIST GRO UP. Secretary: 
F. A, Grcsty, Punchbowl, Manchester Road, 
Buxton.
CHORLEY ANARCHIST GROUP. Secretary: 
Alistair T. Rattray, 35a Devonshire Road, 
Chorley.
LIVERPOOL ANARCHIST PROPAGANDA 
GROUP AND ‘HIPPY* MOVEMENT. Gerry 
Bree, 16 Faulkner Square, Liverpool, 8. Meetings 
weekly. ‘Freedom’ Sales—Pier Head, Saturdays, 
Sundays. Evenings.
MANCHESTER ANARCHIST GROUP. Secre-

Anarchist Federation of Britain
G roup Secretaries please note: Please confirm by writing whether address and information is correct 
as printed below. Also add any additional inform ation (whether the group sells literature, holds 
indoor o r  outdoor meetings, etc.). All replies must be in by 6th January (abroad 6th February) 
so as to  help us to compile an accurate list fo r the new year.

General enquiries should be sent to  the London Federation.

LONDON FEDERATION O F  ANARCHISTS, 
c /o  Libra House, 256 Pentonville Road, London, 
N .l. Business meetings first Sunday of the month. 
For details apply to  LFA.
Sunday evening meetings 8 p.m . Lamb & Flag. 
Rose Street, off G arrick Street, London, W.C.2 
DEC. 17: Social 7.30 p.hi.
No meeting Dec. 23 and 30.
JAN, 7: Terry Liddle 
Maoism
LEWISHAM. Contact Mike Malet, 61B G ran
ville Park , Lewisham, London, S.E.13, Phone: 
01-825 8879.
EALING ANARCHIST GRO UP. G et into 
touch with Ken King, 54 Norwood Road, 
SoulhaiL
KING’S CROSS C R O U P, c /o  Libra House, 256 
Pentonvillc R oad, London, N .l.
O F F - C E N T R E  LO N D O N  
D IS C U S S IO N  M E E T IN G S
3rd Wednesday of each month at Jack Robinson 
and Mary C aoipa’s, 21 Rumbold Road, S.W.6 
(off King’s Road), 8 p.m .
3rd Friday of each m onth at 8 p.m . at Donald 
and Irene Roouns’s, now at 13 Savernake Road, 
London, N.W.3.
2nd and 4th Friday of each m onth, 8 p.m ., at 
Brenda M ercer's and dj Austin's, 80 Crouch 
Hill, N.8 (Finsbury Park Underground. 212 bus 
to  door).
R E G IO N A L  F E D E R A T I O N S  
A N D  G R O U P S
ABERDEEN ANARCHIST® meet l«t and 3rd 
Wednesdays of month at M. Dey s, 142 WyJker 
Road, 2nd and 4th Wednesdays f t  L4* Sm iths, 
3 Sinclair Road. Correspondence to  cither address 
ABERDEEN ANARCHIST FEDERATION (SWF 
local group. Folk S on i W orkshop and Cptiuniliee 
of 100). Contact Iain M aeDonald, 13 Lotion 
Street, Aberdeen.
ALTRINCHAM ANARCHIST YOUTIH C R O W . 
Oet in touch with Stephen Richards, 23 Nortn 
Vale Road, Timperiey, Cheshire.
BEXLEY ANARCHIST GRO UP. Correspondence 
to Paul Wildish, 2 Cum brian Avenue, Barnehurst. 
Kant.
BELFASTi Contact Tony Adams. 1J Winetavern 
Street, Smithfield Square, Belfast.
BIRMINGHAM LIBERTARIAN GROUP. All 
anarchists, syndicalists, individualists, etc., please 
contact Geoff and Caroline Charlton, top flat, 
8 Liahtwoods H ill. Smethwick. W arley, Wore*.

25 mins, from Birmingham City cantre. No. 9 bus. 
RESISTANCE GROUP* C /o  Birmingham Peace 
Action Centre (foraaerly CND office), Factory 
Road, Birmingham, 19.
BOLTON. Get in touch with Les Smith, 22 
Grosvenor Street, Bolton, Lancs.
BOURNEMOUTH AND EAST DORSET 
ANARCHISTS. Please contact John McCair, 
14 M ilton Road, Bournemouth (B’m ’th 22279) 
o r Tim Deane, Juliet, W est M oors, W imborne, 
Dorset (Ferndown 3588).
BRIGHTON. Get in touch with 79 Coleman 
Street, Brighton, 7. Poetry readings every 
Tuesday in Archway 187 on the Seafront. 
Admission is free and all poets welcome. 8.30 p.m. 
onwards.
BRISTOL, Contact: Dave and P a t Thorne, 22 
Ham pton Road, Redland, Bristol, 6.
FIFE  LIBERTARIANS* Contact Bob and Una 
Turnbull, 39 Stratheden Park, Slratheden Hospital, 
by Cupar, Fife.
E X E IR R  ANARCHIST GROUP. Get In touch 
with Anthony Webb, 39 Cowlck Lane, St. 
Thomas, Exeter, Devon-
GLASGOW ANARCHIST GROUP ONE. Cor
respondence to Robert Lynn, 2b Serecen Heed 
Lane, Olesuow, C.l
HERTS. Contact either Stuart Mitchell et South 
View, Potters Heath Lane, Potters Heath, 
Welwyn, Herts OR Jeff Cloves, 46 Hughendon 
Road Marsha Is wick St. Albans, Herts.
HU LL ANARCHIST GROUP, c /o  J. Tempest, 89 
Fountain Road, Beverley Road, Hull.
IPSWICH ANXr c h iSTS. Contact Neil Dean, 74 
Cemetery Road, Ipewicb, Suffolk.
KILBURN. LONDON* Contact Andrew Dewar, 
16 Kllburn House Malvern Place, Lorydon, 
N.W.6. Meetings 8 iJ.ni. every Tuesday. 
LEICESTER P R ofcC T . Peace /Libertarian 
action and debate. Every Wednesday at 8 p.m. 
at 1 The Crescent King Street, Leicester.
LSE ANARCHIST GROUP, c /o  Student Union, 
London School of Kconomlcs, Houghton Street,w.c.2. *ar
NORTH SOMERSET ANARCHIST GROUP. 
Contact Roy Ernerv 3 Abbey Street, Bath, or 
Geoffrey Barfoot, 7i St. Thomas Street, Wells. 
NOTTlNG HILL, please gel in touch with John 
Bennett and Marilyn Poddy, Flat 4. 88 Clarendon 
Road. London, v / n  Tel.: 727 9745. Meetings 
every Monday at 7 b in.
ORPINGTON ANARCHIST G R O W . Knockholt, 
Nr Sevenoaks, Kent Rverv six weeks at Oreen- 
weys, Knockholt. Phone: Knockholt 2316. Brian 
and Maureen Richardson. „
OXFORD ANARCHIST GROUP. Contact Simon

BLACKMAIL FOR CHRIST

for here he comes your friend and my 
friend, that man you all love, Mugge- 
ridge, with his instant sincerity, and 
David, with that warm, boyish smile 
aimed at that little light above the TV 
camera.

One should not bother to cavil a t an 
artist who chooses to touch his cap to 
the popular mood of the moment and 
Bratby has had a good run for his 
dwindling talent. The Royal Academy 
gave him a place of honour and the 
public clowns tilted their chins, pulled 
in their stomachs and posed for him 
and they drank his health in free wine. 
But, when Bratby sought to justify his 
limitations by finding virtue in these 
empty graves, he offended all those that 
died because they displeased by reason 
of their lack of worldly grace.

Arthur Moyse.
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Anarchist
Black Cross '
TH E  RECENT SOCIAL at the Arte 

Laboratory was a success and over 
£10 was raised for the ABC fund. Stuart 
Christie, secretary of Anarchist Black 
Cross, told dejegates at the last LFA 
meeting that the first five parcels to 
anarchist prisoners will be sent off 
immediately after Christmas. Another 
social is planned for the New Year.

A leaflet to raise money for ABC was 
published in Aberdeen and Australian 
comrades are also trying to raise money t j j j  
for the fund. , \  ■ B

Flower Power Hall
T  AST SUNDAY London Anarchists 
"  were taken on a ‘guided tour’ of 
‘Telga’ Flow er Power Hall by Sid Rawle 
of the Hyde Park Diggers.

The building is the old St. M artin’s 
Secondary Sdhool and is used by the 
Diggers who pay neither rent nor rates. 
It is an enormous building, anyone 
who wishes to make use of any of the 
rooms should get in touch with Sid 
Rawle at his palace in Adelaide Street, 
Trafalgar Square.

tary: Dave Poulson, 9 Boland Street, Fallowfield, 
M anchester, 14.
M ERSEYSIDE ANARCHIST G R O U P. Contact 
Pete Sacker, 22 Sandon Street, Liverpool. Meet
ings: First Thursday of m onth, 8 p.m.
S O U T H  W A L E S  
A N A R C H IS T  F E D E R A T I O N
C A R D IFF ANARCHIST G R O U P, SWANSEA 
ANARCHIST G R O U P. All correspondence toi— 
Julian Ross, 111 King Edwards R oad, Brynmill, 
Swansea.
L IB E R T A R IA N  T E A C H E R S ’ 
A S S O C IA T IO N
Meetings—discussions—activities. Contact Peter 
Ford, 36 Devonshire R oad, Mill H ill, London, 
N.W.7.

P R O P O S E D  G R O U P S
M UCH H A DHA M , HERTS. G et in touch with 
Leslie R iordan, High Street. M uch Hadiuun, 
Herts.
FU LH AM  & CHELSEA ANARCHIST GROUP.

« _tc>uch with M ary C anipa, 21 Rumbold 
R oadk Fulham , S.W .6 a n d /o r Richard Bolton,' 
48 Yeomans Row, Chelsea, S.W .3. Phone: 
KNI 2288.
A B R O A D
AUSTRALIA. Federation o f Australian Anar
chists, P.O . Box A 389, Sydney South. Public 
meetings every Sunday in the D om ain, 2  p.m. 
and Mondays, '72 Oxford Street, Paddington. 
Sydney. 8 p.ra.
DANISH ANARCHIST FEDERATION . Gotbers- 
gade. 27, Viborg, Denmark.
VANCOUVER, B .C., CANADA. Anyone interes
ted in forming anarchist a n d /o r direct action 
peace group contact Derek A. James. 1844 
Grand Boulevard, North Vancouver, B.C., 
Canada. Tel.: 987-2693.
USAt VERMONT. New Ham pshire Anarchist 
Group. Meets weekly — discussion, individual 
action. Contact Ed. Strauss at R FD  2, Wood- 
stock, Vermont 05091, USA.
SWEDEN. Stockholm Anarchist Federation. 
Contact Nadir. Box 19104, Stockholm 19, Sweden 
SW EDENi Libcrlad, Allmiina Viigen 6, G othen
burg V.
CANADA: W innipeg. Anybody interested in 
Direct action/anarcbv contact G . J. Naair, 606 
Matheeon Avenue, W innipeg. 17, M anitoba. 
BELGIUM* LIEGE. Provos, c /o  Jacques Cbarlier,
II  Avenue de la Laitarie, Sdassini-Liege. Belgium. 
EAST AFRICA. George Matthews would like to 
make contact. Secondary school teacher from 
UK. PO Box 90, Kakamega, Kenya.
USA. James W. Cain, secretary, Insurgency 
Anarchist Association, 323 Fourth Street, Cloquet, 
Minnesota 55720, USA.
GROUP-(T)REASON. Australian Anarchist, c /a  
Melbourne University Union o r Paddy Evans,



J^ E A R  ‘FREEDOM’, I  should have written you long long time ago.
Please forgive me. It was in your pages that I  first had the idea. 

You once printed a story about a man in Western London who called 
himself secretary of a tenants’ association. The association existed only 
in the man’s mind, but he wrote to the local papers airing grievances and 
using a real address and soon he found real tenants were writing him, 
agreeing with him, asking to help him and so a fresh radical group was 
bom.

I  should have written you when you printed a letter from Barnaby 
Martin who outlined points—1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7—in setting up task forces 
to  enter ghettoes, and help alleviate poverty, and inject peace and good 
things. I  believe, Barnaby Martin, you are wrong and foolish and, forgive 
me but I  think this, dreary. It is as arrogant and bullying to enter a district 
to save it in the name of peace and goodwill, as it is in the name of a 
protection racket, of of Jesus Christ. _ This work is too young to have 
any theory. There are no rules. It is, possibly, useful to know a little of 
what that man did in Western London, where George Clark is at Notting 
Hill, who are the Barnsbury Association. I  go too fast: let me endeavour 
to put down what I have got involved with.

In the Summer of 1966, three final year thesis year architect-students 
and myself lived in different flats on the fringe of an area of 30,000 people 
which the local authority intended to re-develop. We knew the area 
well. It was our local district. I t contains masses of housing unfit for 
human habitation; pockets of Negro, Italian and Slav minorities. Since 
1937 the local authority has promised clearance and at last, 1966, they 
began to make plans. ■ These plans entailed down-grading, purchasing 
and clearing the entire area in a series of phases from now to 1976. A 
big operation. The authority saw this as the great opportunity: build a 
new town within a city: a utopian environment.

The three students got permission cause Joe living in phase no. 9
to spend a year preparing a thesis 
on what they would do with the 
area, and by October ’66 they had 
begun work. They used for their 
base line that people’s wishes are 
more important as individuals than 
any utopia for a mass, however good 
that utopia might look. They spent 
hours talking, questioning the exist- 
ing population; they made up a 
people’s wish street-map and by 
Christmas last year had compiled a 
a thick dossier against the authority. 
That was not their intention. It 
happened from the facts.

The local authority was wrong 
to pull everything down. The good 
should be preserved, even if it made 
an aesthetically untidy site. Wrong 
to divide the area into phases, be-

in terrible conditions would have 
to wait until Ms number was 
reached. Those houses, they said, 
wMch were worse than bad, no 
matter what their phase, should 
come down at once. The conse
quent plots of waste ground could 
be built upon by the authority, or 
handed out to either private enter
prise or a housing association. The 
authority was wrong in wanting to 
own and control all the future. The 
policy of downgrading' was evil: it 
robbed people of pride and it was 
false economics. Downgrading is 
that you encourage properties to 
fall into ruin, so you may buy 
them cheap, and the authority can 
have the maximum amount of 
mouey available for building new.

Is evil because the longer the au
thority waits before buying, the 
cheaper Pr0P ^ |y becomes. The 
three studnts advocated a system of 
improvement Splits: to upgrade the 
reasonable: i°r f  limited, specified 
period of time* j

We then di severed alarming in
competences in K  authority’s plan. 
To complete by|1976 depended on 
money being available from West
minster, no on®l?bjfcting at public 
enquiries, the Minister of Housing 
rubber stamping] straight away each 
order: it depended on contractors 
having no delay, and on hoping 
that political pAdmire did not build 
up from other p°6r standard housing 
areas. The authority’s scheme was 

. also missing on 15,000 people. They 
‘were going to build a brave new 
world, where renljs would be four/five 
times higher than at present, for 
only half the easting population. 
Their population figures were based 
on 1961 Census, with no allowance 
for population inifease, and no pro
vision for the overspill.

What amazed the students most 
was at no level were the authority 
talking with their client (the people). 
So—taking note |  of : the item in 
Fr e e d o m , I was asked to help the 
students produce a leaflet. We did. 
It outlined the aisjupents and asked 
people to make thSr opinion known. 
We put it out under the name of a 
tenants’ and residents’ association. 
We trod on no onip toes. No such 
had existed. We got the copyright. 
So we delivered a leaflet to every 
house and flat, using our own ad
dresses on the fringe of the re
development area l  Small response: 

•cranks and lunatics and sad im
possible stories ol private trouble. 
Two out of 30,0(jlsa id —yes, sir, 
you can help us. Two were enough. 
One, living in a good house, i^th® 
first phase wamedj^ro stay. One*

PROVO 
FOR COUNCIL

SEATTLE is a  physically beautiful city 
ruled by dolts. The City Council has 

distinguished itself by its unctious 
idiocies and by its indifference to the 
civil liberties of the citizenry. It has 
whitewashed police brutality. M inorities 
continue to be the victims of police dis
crim ination—as they have always been— 
but the Council will not establish ade
quate  measures for checking and review
ing police procedures. H ippies are 
hounded and arrested on trumped-up 
charges, and hippy establishments are 
subjected to  the concerted harassment of 
several departments of the city, while the 
Council members smugly talk of civic 
responsibility. The whores of China
town are driven—temporarily—out of 
business by systematic persecution: they 
and their customers are arrested on 
seldom-enforced laws and unusual 
charges.

The Council seems determined to con
vert Seattle into a maze of concrete and

I propose to introduce that most 
unusual of political commodities into the 
campaign—candour. I  shall say things 
that even honest politicians say only 
privately to close friends. I  am 1 not a 
practical politician—indeed I  am not a 
politician a t all and am aggressively im
practical. M y purpose is to compel the 
other candidates to make positive com
mitments on a num ber of issues instead 
of hiding, as is customary, behind a 
rogue’s language o f equivocation and 
cant.

I  am an advocate of peace in Vietnam 
—and to be realistic this means American 
withdrawal from Vietnam —  and shall 
campaign as a peacenik. I  do so, not 
because I believe that o r this, or any 
City Council can m aterially affect the 
course of the war, but to give those 
persons who oppose Johnson’s adventure 
an avenue of expression.

I  oppose censorship. It is a . monstrous 
impudence for one human being to 
decide what another human being shall 
not read or view. When the buffoons on 
the City Council attempt to do so it is 
ridiculous as well. J

I  oppose the expansion of the police 
force. I  suggest that a more effective 
deployment of the foresent force is in 
order before giving way to the im portuni
ties of the empire builders in the Public 
Safety Building. As I watch the fuzz 
arrest criminal jaywalkers, harass 
hippies, bully Negroes, and swagger 
through Chinatown, the conviction grows 
on me that Seattle nfeeds more cops like 
a  dog needs more fUjhs. The recent bust 
by 11 cops a t the Id Bookstore is merely 
one example of inefficient police deploy
ment. A cub scoul} with a squirt gun 
could have carried it put as well.

I advocate a strong police review board, 
with investigatory powers, and composed 
of non-established people. The police 
should be as responsive to the law as 
others are expected to be. If  this 
demoralizes them—tljen replace them.

I  advocate ending jh e  curfew and all 
other ordinances which discrim inate 
against minors, including the absurd 
regulations on dances.1;

I  oppose the prosecution and persecu
tion of people for soSfalled crimes with
out victims. This ii&ludes people who 
smoke m arijuana or j  take psychedelics, 
prostitutes, homosexuals and others who 
engage in any kind of voluntary sexual

•cement, as they sanction the criss-cross 
slashing of Seattle by a m onstrous net
w ork of freeways which threaten park 
lands, what is left of Union Bay, and 
thousands of private residences—homes— 
w hich are  not replaceable with recom
pense payments. It has involved itself 
in the shameful urban renewal land 
grab, and all indications are that it will 
support the destruction of the Public 
M arket—as we know it.

T H E  HUSTLERS O F CHINATOW N 
U PO N  T H E  W HOLE GIVE AN 
HONEST RETU RN  FO R  THE 
M ONEY PA ID TH EM . CAN THE 
SAME BE SAID FO R  TH E MEMBERS 
O F T H E  CITY COUNCIL?

Therefore I , Stan Iverson, Provo and 
Anarchist, declare my intention of filing 
as a candidate for City Council. I  shall 
decide the position I  shall run for by 
drawing from  a hat. The Council, as it 
has functioned, is an absurdity. I shall 
treat it as such in my campaign.

living in bad in a later phase wanted 
out now. Both, and tMs has been 
the joy since then, had understood 
the technical arguments of down/ 
upgrading, total corporation/mixed 
ownership-control, utopian environ- 
ment/cheap accommodation.

Now there were six of us. We made 
petitions, wrote letters. Worked 
closely with the existing councillors: 
taking problems to them rather than 
trying to solve, them ourselves, and 
with the middle grade/working offi
cials with whom we got on very well. 
Two months on and we did a second 
paper, to every householder, calling 
people to a public meeting. We got 
councillors, officials and over 500 
people in a packed and noisy hall. 
We thought we’d run it as an open 
meeting: no platform, plenty of maps 
around the walls. Stop the council- 
men talking. Make people talk, loud 
and straight: let Them listen. They 
had to.

After the meeting there were still 
six of us, only we’d got an address 
list of sympathy coming over 500. 
It was near to the municipal elections 
and at the last moment we put up a 
candidate. It was great fun. He got 
only 11% of the poll, and we cried. 
The political people were furious. 
The students had earlier broken the 
code that information given to stu
dents in confidence stays at the uni
versity. Now we had broken the 
code that residents’ groups do good 
work and stay clear of political 
arenas. We didn’t ever want to get 
in. We only wanted to heighten the 
debate. But 11 %—and it hurt. The 
students had now to spend more time 
writing up their thesis. Things cooled 
until the tenants and residents came 
saying—you may give up: we are 
not—come on—you started tMs— 
help.

So we formed a  very loose com
mittee to meet every other week,

relationships. In  these areas I  advocate a 
policy of police tolerance and non
interference.

I  advocate a policy of tolerance toward 
competent abortionists. The decision of 
whether o r not to  bear a child should be 
solely that o f the woman involved.

I  advocate the preservation of the 
Public M arket, and no high-rise apart
ments along the water and lake fronts. I  
advocate the preservation and encourage
ment of the houseboat community. N ot 
only are houseboats delightful to  live in,

and the work went on. We got 1 
shop. The corporation followed 
and got their own ‘informatkm 
window’. We wrote a pamphlet, 
and They followed suit. Everything 
escalating. Social workers woke upt 
and sociologists produced a book— 
on the poverty and deprivation.

Bang. That was where we got o f t  
We’d fought and agitated, we’d  
thought and raised ideas and a  
valley, which had been downtrodden 
so it didn’t care, found strength and 
cool minds.

Watch it, Bamaby Martin. Yes, 
indeed, it is fine to spotlight social 
problems: to run up, like the Sal
vation Army do, those gay posters. 
It’s fine because it brings together 
those folk I saw in a photo of 
Shelter organisation in a Sunday 
paper: good folk like from the ads 
in Nova magazine. Is good because 
it wakes up ‘the conscience of the 
middle class’, the souls of those who 
‘would care if only they knew’.

Baby, forget it. Is not for me. 
Theirs is the problem—we are go
ing to organise coach parties into 
the suburbs. Not envious. When 
we want help we shall ask. The 
problem is raising an area so it does 
ask, and that’s not difficult. All it 
needs is friendsMp, trust, patience 
and the right connections/know-how 
of the urban world to place, if asked 
for, at the service of the less- 
experienced. It doesn’t need a task 
force and people are not stupid. 
Try it: tell the next man you see 
who looks poor—‘Sir (or worse, 
hey mate) you’re living in poverty 
and deprivation. I ’m here to help? 
Try it. A good man once set up a  
caravan in Harlem, New York, to 
sell bungalows at ridiculously low 
prices, so negroes could move to 
Westchester County. He was flabber
gasted: nobody took up the offer.

R ay G o s l in g .

b u t they add to the hum an dimensions o f 
the city.

I  advocate an end to  the parking m eter 
shakedown.

In  short, I  advocate an open city, a  
com m unity developing in a  spirit o f 
civilized tolerance, a  place fo r people to  
live and develop in all their divergencies 
a place fo r hum an beings to  develop 
humanely—a city that swings.

(Campaign Statem ent by Stanley 
Iverson, candidate fo r Seattle C i £  
Council.)

Leicester 
Project Report

H E  LEICESTER PRO JECT came 
® into being about a  year ago. The 

project was an attem pt to  break away 
from  present political cliches and identi
fications. People came to the group be
ing damned o r admitted fo r being a 
‘Trot*, anarchist o r pacifist. Through 
discussion we realized what basically 
mattered was not the theoretical m ani
festo we dressed ourselves in, but how 
we related to  other people—how do we 
treat wives/lovers/husbands/kids, do we 
talk to  the people down the street. 
Henry Miller points out the anomaly of 
our lives when he wrote. ‘All around 
me I see people shouting for peace with 
hatred on their faces.*

Our sessions vary from talking about 
education, industrial relations, poetry 
reading to just listening to gramophone 
records—sometimes we just sit and get 
bored. Our ‘action’ has taken the form 
of confronting an army recruiting team 
as a group of mock wounded civilians 
—the sight was too much for the soldiers 
and they h it out at us viciously. We 
gave free flowers to the Leicester people 
who did not understand ou r motive 
(probably because we didn’t understand 
it ourselves, still, it was a new experi
ence). All the time we arc getting to 
know both ourselves and one another

as individuals. Sociologists will probab}£ 
imply that we are developing a  group  
identity which will supersede ou r p re 
vious affiliations—does this m atter? How
ever, most of us still belong to  o u t 
Trade Unions, PPU, M arxist groups, 
but we feel our approach is now a  
little less jingoistic.

The project m et again last sfoek aftea 
a  summer recess w ith a  lot o f hop  
faces present. As free flowers d id irt 
seem relevant to  Leicester people we 
decided to produce broadsheets on sub
jects that did concern them, such as 
Leicester traffic and dustbin collections 
—something which we can all act upon. 
At the same time as giving out b ro ad 
sheets (out o f interest, giving out leaflets 
in Leicester contravenes an 1856 by-law 
—something which is worth challenging) 
we felt we could sell ou r own 
periodicals; doing this together would 
give a radical flavour to  Leicester Satur
day shopping.

At the end o f the project's polemics 
last week we became even more aware 
that whether we were catholic anarchists 
o r canvassed for the L iberal Party, life 
seemed a compromise and we needed 
to take action about it. Action against a 
mass coercive society.

John Marjoram.



pE W GERM AN PACIFISTS would have knowingly or willingly used 
soap made from human Jewish fat. N or would many such individuals, 

publicly professing or privately sustained by any meaningful humanitarian 
philosophy, have actively assisted in the continued efficient functioning of 
extermination-camp gas-chambers or any other effective method or system 
of genocide. Neither would they have unquestioningly accepted a deli
berate and systematic policy of imprisonment, slavery, torture, murder, 
castration, exhibition, hunting, forced mutilation and medical experimen
tation (mostly perpetuated in a routine, repetitive fashion without need, 
skill or anaesthetic).

To calmly slaughter identifiable groupings of humanity in order to 
indulge a primitive appetite and crude lust would be generally regarded 
as unspeakably brutal and wicked by men of sensitivity and good-will.

' They would consider it unthinkable and unnecessary to resort to such 
terrible solutions if motivated by seemingly unsolvable political or ideolo
gical differences or disagreements. Likewise if the conflict be caused by 
the simple existence of distinct racial characteristics which manifest them
selves as an unknown quantity and are thus feared and hated. This being 
a workable evaluation of traditional humanitarian ethical orientation, men 
of supposed good-will could hardly condone such deliberate and brutal 
murder for the value of corpses as a relatively cheap source of raw material 
and food. Less so could they stand aside and allow human skins to be 
fashioned as serviceable articles of clothing or a class of mankind bred, 
fattened and killed solely to provide flesh for consumption.

There are a few eccentric exceptions to this in contemporary peace and 
libertarian movements. Gary Snyder, an American poet who publicly 
proclaims anarchist and Buddhist persuasions, has made an unargued and 
unjustified plea for violence. Others have simplified and distorted news, 
events and facts in order to justify taking sides in various violent conflicts. 
They have thought dualistically, ignored higher alternatives and arrived 
at partial and thus distorted views and opinions. Some are irrevocably 
committed to war, violence, execution and imprisonment, which they claim 
to be unavoidable and essential in specific situations and circumstances.

Most people who advocate, and claim 
to practice, peace, non-violence, harm
lessness, anarchism and total revolution 
need a clarification or qualification of 
their positions insomuch as they are 
fundamentally dishonest because selec
tive. A significant proportion of peace 
activists limit the actual expression of 
their humane concern mainly to one 
animal species, their own. Individual 
human idiosyncrasy, cultural habits and 
current ideas largely determine which 
creatures escape direct abuse, which are The ancient awareness or understand- 
made extinct and which are found ser- ing that no part of nature functions in 
viceable and are therefore controlled isolation and that man is but one part 
and preserved for predetermined ex- of a vast tapestry is increasingly ignored, 
ploitation. The certain realization of an essential

BANDITRY
TODAY

TtflLAN IS THE SCENE of a battle 
between gangsters and police which 

has caused deaths and many wounded. 
Chicago in the 'thirties has been imme
diately recalled, when the streets of the 
populous American metropolis were the 
scene of battles between police and ban
dits, of the ‘settling of accounts’ and 
struggles between rival gangs to control 
a particular district.

People have felt a sentiment of painful 
surprise at the bestial brutality of a 
group of ‘outlaws', amongst them a 
youth of 17 years, which has caused 
death and injury to numerous unknown 
people and innocent bystanders.

The reactions of the Press to this 
Moody episode have been various, and 
range from the right-wing papers, who 
A)I for preventive measures, police re
inforcements, more controls, the neces- 
- 'ry  severity to the delinquents, even the 
rdtival of the death penalty, to those of 
the ‘left’ papers which call for more 
prudence on the part of the police who 
should have let the gangsters escape 
mtber than open fire in a crowded 
thoroughfare, and could have thus 
avoided the tragedy (so says L’Unita). 
For this. L’UnUa has been accused of 
cvnicism by the Socialist paper II Lavoro 
Nuovo.

■ There has been no lack of ministerial 
declarations, assurances from the Chief 
of Police, praises for the courageous 
policemen who have prevented Milan 
from becoming a second Chicago. All 
these declarations, assurances, calls to 
duty, do not at all touch the roots of 
the problem of crime and its causes, but 
limit themselves to staying ‘within the 
hounds' of the system, within which 
J"'innuency is to be combatted (to eli
minate it is, evidently, impossible). The 
situation will certainly be attacked since 
it has involved the death of innocent 
people, but only to a certain extent, since 
p'herwise the very bases of the capitalist 
svstcm will be affected (the banks!) and

the sacred rights of property. In fact, 
it’s when there are bank robberies (with 
or without bloodshed), that there is the 
loudest outcry against those who have 
the temerity to try to solve the problem 
of existence with the machine-gun and 
other appropriate appliances.

The journalist Guido Nozzoli has gone 
to the roots of the matter, though with 
hesitation and half-heartedly in an ar
ticle in the Guorno of September 28. He 
talks of ‘a cancer of our times against 
which demonstrations of uncontrolled 
anger are of little use . . . even the most 
savage criminal should be judged 
severely, but also judged as a man, as a 
product of our Society’. -

Armed robbery is the same as robbing 
the workers of a part of the product of 
their labour; it is like manufacturing 
harmful products for profit, it is reduc
ing the production of cereals by 15% 
to 'stabilize the market’ (e.g. the Ameri
can Ministry of Agriculture) when every
one knows that there arc millions of 
hungry people in the world, and dismiss
ing workers who are ‘no longer needed’ 
to increase profits; it is like stopping 
relief to sick people after six months 
because the ’Ministry of Health only 
pays for six months’, just at the moment 
when the patients are in greater need 
than ever; it is like exalting, as do all 
the heads of state and generals in their 
fancy hats, the various imperialistic and 
other massacres in which millions of 
young men have died to defend the dirty 
interests of capitalism; it is like waging 
a genocidal war, as in Vietnam, while 
pretending to defend the freedom of the 
ceuntry, as do the brass-faced gentlemen 
who rule the United States; it’s like pre
tending that it's permissible for some to 
have millions and others to have nothing, 
and so on, and so forth.

This is the heart of the matter, we 
maintain. But nobody talks of it, natur
ally. They call for the death penalty, 
police reforms, they weep over the spill-

balance, a pervading interaction, fusion 
and harmonic interleaving of the cosmic 
flow is largely forg0(ten An irrational, 
destructive Jewish tribal notion that 
nature is primarily intended to be sel
fishly exploited by most powerfully 
evolved member still holds sway. A per
verted and degrading normality, as 
opposed to naturalism and the depress- 
ingly disastrous findings of serious eco
logical research are the inevitable results 
of many centuries of environmental 
misuse.

Many human limitations and failings 
are obviously motivated hy ignorance, 
delusion, conditioning, thoughtlessness, 
stupidity, and as such are perfectly 
understandable and forgivable. This 
scarcely applies to the open-minded, in
telligent, thinking majority on the revo
lutionary peace scene. Selfishness, un
concern, hypocrisy, barely suppressed, 
rather than effectively transcended, in
stinctive cruelty or a remarkable talent 
for ignoring unpleasant realities is more 
probably an explanation for their revolt
ing eating habits and the terrible suffer
ing such indulgences necessitate.

An utterly sincere, civilized, cultured 
and able editor of a journal dedicated 
to revolutionary non-violence answered 
a query as to whether he was a vege
tarian by answering ‘both’. A reasonably 
gifted poet who continually affirms as 
his maxim ‘Does this act require victims’ 
(derived from the ahitnsa, harmlessness

ggl

doctrine) explains his fleshmeat addiction 
by saying ‘lots of beautiful animals eat 
meat’. Both witty and polished rejoinders 
but they evade the real question and as 
such hardly deserve ̂ serious considera-

ing of blood, they‘native us to tears, but 
nobody has the courage to say that the 
tree of capitalism is finevitably destined 
to bear such fruit. <

What do you expect to emerge from a 
world where there ate riches and poverty, 
the worker sweating for 8-10 hours a 
day for a low wage while his boss has 
a villa at the seaside and in the moun
tains, a wife and a mistress, and does 
nothing apart from hiring his workmen? 
It’s a bit like the laws which people 
imagine will abolish, or at least reduce, 
prostitution. In this world where every
thing that has use-value is sold, one can 
find some ‘use’ for every kind of mer
chandise. Why, therefore, should a 
young woman spend her days with a 
bent back in some factory, chivvied by 
the foreman, when she can get good 
money by selling her own body? In 
fact, she’s selling her body just as much 
by straining it in the cotton mills, for 
her employer.

The same goes for the gangster who 
sees in the ‘lucky strike’ a chance to 
escape the fatigue of working and the 
ridiculous rewards therefore, and also a 
chance to get on, to the level of the 
bosses who have villas, cars, mistresses. 
Getting on, isn’t that the first and last 
aim of all the inhabitants of our charm
ing world?

He who gets on does it by exploiting 
hundreds, or thousands, of his own kind; 
some get on by adulterating foodstuffs, 
some get on by selling arms to govern
ments to be used in ‘liberating’ some un
fortunate country, and gain a whole pot 
of money; some get on by going into 
politics, pocketing huge salaries and 
talking rubbish to thousands of dupes; 
some get on by prostitution and, finally, 
some get on by robbing banks, shooting 
at last for their own interests after, per
haps, twenty years shooting in wartime 
in the interest of armament manufac
turers.

We certainly don't intend to justify 
the Milan gangsters, they are to be con
demned just like food-adulterators, or 
those who make people work and pay 
them about half the value of their 
labour.

The gangster, the adulterator, the pro
fessional butcher, are the product of this 
bourgeois society,

tr: j.w.s.
prom L'Humanlta Nova

GET COMMITTED I

tion. The self-proclaimed ‘beautiful 
people’ at a recent American love-in 
displayed the essential value of their doc
trine of love and beauty by roasting six 
whole steers. Some humanity if little 
merit was shown as the unfortunate 
creatures were slaughtered before the 
ritualistic, sacrificial burning commenced. 
Members of Buddhist monastic orders 
have employed others to provide their 
contemplative tables with flesh fare and 
assumed this would enable them to evade 
any detrimental causality. Christians 
have seldom had to undergo similar tor
turous gymnastics. They have used their 
kitchens as crematories, their tables as 
morgues and their stomachs as cemeteries 
without noticeable disturbing twinges of 
conscience or apparent remorse.

There is a scarcity of responsible 
scientific or medical evidence in favour 
of flesh diet. There is alternatively a 
prodigious volume suggesting fleshmeat 
consumption to be extremely harmful to 
the human system. Man has evolved as 
a vegetarian animal by developing a 
vegetarian physiology. Carnivores and 
omnivores, unlike man, possess anato
mical characteristics suited to fleshfood 
diet. Man has a long bowel, sweats 
through the skin, his jaws can move 
from side to side and his teeth are 
adapted to chewing. Human saliva con
tains ptyalin which allows us to pre
digest the starches contained in grains. 
Fleshfood carries the toxic waste from 
the dead animal’s bloodstream plus any 
fear poisons and those proliferating bac
terial organisms which effect during 
decomposition. Not to mention such un
usual incidentals as diseased tissue and 
virus. Decidedly not a reassuring or 
appetizing reflection. All this accumu
lation of toxic matter is rapidly expelled 
in short-bowelled animals but in long- 
bowelled man lingers in the intestines 
and is consequently absorbed into the 
bloodstream with equally predictable and 
disastrous results. Simple blood conta
mination and food poisoning the least

engendered dangers.
Ah, but think of economic priority. 

Growing world famine and overpopula
tion are too tragic and pressing a pro
blem to be overridden by idealistic hair
splitting. Not so. Cattle require eight 
times as much land as human beings to 
sustain them and a ridiculously low pro
portion of the food they devour is 
recoverable in the form of flesh nutrition. 
A mixed diet user (which is what most 
flesh addicts in fact are) needs 1.63 acres 
and 1.3 acres of this is taken up by flesh 
cultivation. Conversely only .6 acres are 
necessary to provide an abundant and 
varied vegetarian diet. You feast upon 
your fat juicy steak at the ultimate ex
pence of some starving Indian peasant 
picking grains out of cow turds for his 
supper and when the hungry nations 
turn on the pot-bellied ones it will per
haps be rather too late to meditate use
fully upon that.

With no medical, scientific, health, 
economic, problematic or ethical excuses 
available to justify fleshmeat addiction, 
it is tempting to simplify a complex, 
relatively uncharted psychological area 
and fall back on such trite generalisa
tions as primeval echoes or vibrations. 
Yet it is reasonable to assume that the 
species degenerated into fleshfood con
sumption habits during the Ice Age, 
when it was perhaps essential for physi
cal survival, initiating a regressive evolu
tionary impetus which has presently 
ossified into a static tradition. Other 
theories also deserve consideration. 
Human evolution did not necessarily 
effect by one route alone. There are 
possibly men amongst us who are by 
nature more carnivorous than most

Nonetheless to articulate or practice 
a solidarity, brotherhood, love, peace, 
harmlessness and compassion which does 
not embrace all living creatures is at 
best extremely limited and at worst 
hardly worthy o f  its name.

Dave Cunliffe.

BURN, BABY, BURN! THE LOS 
ANGELES RACE RIOT OF AUGUST 
1965, by Jerry Cohen and William S. 
Murphy. Victor Gollancz, 1966.

TT IS INTERESTING to read this in 
-*■ conjunction with and in contrast to 
the Situation ists’ Decline and Fall of the 
Spectacular Commodity Society. The pro
test described in the latter polemical tract 
is admitted—without much attempt to 
understand or analyse it—by the authors 
of Burn, Baby, Burnt (both journalists 
on the staff of the Los Angeles Times)', 
what is valuable in their work is their 
demonstration of how completely un
organised and spontaneous was that pro
test; spontaneous in the sense that only 
after it was well begun did the partici
pants bother to go beyond the instinc
tive, almost unconscious reaction, ‘they 
can’t just come here and shove us around 
like that’. Thorc is also an unintended 
pathos in the way Cohen and Murphy 
portray the heroic ‘law enforcement 
officers' (many of them it appears have 
even experienced a ‘call’ to enter that 
profession) rushing ineffectually from 
one looting and burning' to another; by 
the end of it all one begins to suspect 
that boredom among the ribters (who of 
course had no constructive alternative to 
offer to the ‘spectacular commodity 
society'—otherwise they would not have 
needed the riots) may have considerably 
helped the 15,000 National Guardsmen 
to restore order; the saturnalia was over.

In the society dedicated to the pursuit 
of the perfect pseudo-event, even tragedy 
becomes a sideshow. 'They kept coming 
in,' complained one rioter afterwards, 
‘even though they'd been warned not to. 
They came to see us put on a show.' 
(p. 101.) Reading the accounts of the 
experiences of newsmen, cameramen, 
soundmen, etc.—and some were pretty 
roughly handled—1 at least experienced 
a feeling that there was an element of

rough justice in the tasting of a little 
of that agony which is the reality of 
that violence which to so many of them 
is simply their daily bread and butter. 
The best, most orthodox-anarchist com
ment on the whole scene was that of one 
rioter; ‘That don’t look like looting to 
me. That’s just picking up what you 
need and going.’ (p. 133.) A sketch of 
a middle-class white resident of one of 
the suburbs of Los Angeles—who is able 
to be against both racial segregation and 
negroes without any apparent sense of 
strain—is a good picture of the brutal 

■ schizophrenic hell of American middle- 
class values at work. (pp. 186-188.) The 
vanity of authority is well represented: 
from the bureaucratic pomposity and 
petty wrangling of the official campaign 
against poverty, to remarks such as 
those of Thomas Kudel (California’s 
senior Republican senator) calling upon 
‘all citizens involved in this frightening 
and bloody breach of the peace to be
come law-abiding and rational’ (p. 183); 
the Los Angeles Police Chief Parker 
thought it was ‘very much like fighting 
the Viet-cong’ (ibid.). Cohen and 
Murphy give an interesting short bio
graphical account of Parker, whom they 
describe as looking upon himself and 
his police force as ‘the front line of de
fence against a creeping moral jungle’. 
‘It is hard for me,’ he said to an inter
viewer in 1962, ‘to believe that our 
society can continue to violate all the 
rules of human conduct and expect to 
survive. I think I have to conclude that 
this civilisation will destroy itself as 
others have before it.’ (p. 277.) The 
'violations’ Parker was thinking of 
were the activities of the civil rights’ 
demonstrators and the decisions of the 
Supreme Court upholding them; he may 
have been a truer prophet than he knew 
how to be.

Martin Small.
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YAWNING IN SPAIN is always treated 
more as a symptom of a hungry 

belly than anything else! No doubt 
there was plenty of excuse for it in 
the past, but not now, having had in 
recent years a potato glut to contend 
with. Everyone having been urged to 
stuff themselves with spuds, and blokes 
going round houses, like Fairy Snowmen, 
giving people pesetas for every spud they 
could produce.

It would have been strange, indeed, if 
tome of Europe’s economic prosperity 
had not rubbed off on Spain. Material and 
social progress can obviously occur even 
under the darkest dictatorial regimes. 
Social changes never await a change of 
government, and what improvement there 
has been, has taken place in spite of 
the dictatorship and not because of it. 
Negligence always being preferable to 
interference when manifested in govern
ment; our chief complaint against the 
Spanish State is not that it has failed to 
promote progress, as no government can 
do that, but that its policy actually 
obstructs and threatens the workers’ well
being.

Left to itself though, capitalism isn’t 
much better and most of Spain suffers not 
from hunger and starvation, so much 
as bad living and working conditions, 
and too many potatoes. Prices and 
qualities vary greatly over the country, 
due to bad communications. In Madrid, 
good milk was always difficult to come 
by, whilst in Alicante the meat is poor 
and expensive. Almost everywhere there 
is a lack of this or a shortage of that, 
which often ends up putting the price 
of some vital food outside the pockets 
of the poorer classes.
EMPTY VILLAGES

Then again, the villages of Central 
and Southern Spain empty, while the 
tourist cities and towns of the coast are 
cram-packed with migrant labour. Con
sequently, agricultural production fell 
from more than 25% of the total 
national product in 1960, to less than 
20% in 1965. Agricultural production 
itself rose by just 2±% in the decade 
1950-60 and the population of Spain now

actively employed in agriculture is down 
to 35% of the total. Also, it is only 
recent that the yield of some essential 
crops .has exceeded that of before the 
Civil War.

Significantly, on the other hand, the 
production of citrus fruits, on which 
Spain depends for exports, has grown 
satisfactorily. Yet, even so, Spain ended 
1966 with a heavy trade deficit and for 
the first time in history imported more 
agricultural produce than she exported. 
A poor do, when one remembers Spain 
was more or less self-sufficient in all 
essential food production before the 
Civil War and even had a surplus in 
some crops.* Now she is largely de
pendent' on imports for some basic 
foods.

All this seems to confirm, what we

have known all along, that Spain is 
undergoing a rapid agricultural decline 
and the fact that moslof the information 
in this article was taken from Levantet  
does not deprecate this. Also that grow
ing fruit, particularly oranges, for the 
foreign market, is much more profitable 
for farms with enough .water, than at
tempting to supply their Spanish custo
mers with a staple dietiV;

It is clear that her®;is a cause for the 
climbing prices, of which food, rents, 
electric, and public transport are among 
the recent rises, which Spain is experi
encing. With agriculture having been 
left to die its own death, with no hope 
of revival, the workers still continue to 
seek work in the industrial centres and 
the touristic coast, where it is reported 
to be not so plentiful] as it was.

O U C H  RECENT]INCIDENTS as the 
^  struggles at LSE, Wilson’s hostile 
reception at Cambridge, and the support 
provided by Manchester University stu
dents for the Roberts-Arundel picket, 
might lead the unwary observer to sup
pose that British shidents, or at least 
a minority of them, are becoming a 
very radical lot indeed. However, when 
compared to Japan Zengakuren (the 
Japanese equivalent |af NUS), even the 
most active British stndent will be forced 
to confess that he has so far only been 
playing at militancy^ and that his full 
potential as a government policy-wrecker, 
street-fighter and propagandist has hardly 
begun to be realized. $

A recent fastor® of Zengakuren* 
reveals that in their twenty years of 
existence they have palled more strikes 
than Jack Dash, organized some of the 
bloodiest demonstrations ever seen by 
our generation, and^lhear this!—fought 
en masse alongside I railway workers, 
miners and peasants [against unpopular 
government policy. Ojie photograph con
tains the incredible caption: ‘80,000 wor
kers and students occupied the front yard 
of the Diet building, overwhelming 5,000 
policemen on Nov. 2»h, 1959’. Can you 
imagine the NUS calling out its members 
in support of trade Zionists and filling 
Trafalgar Square?

Of course, Zcngajfurcn, unlike the 
NUS, is a fighting frganization, born 
out of conflict. Before the war, Japanese 
students were divided? by virtue of the 
fact that the country's universities were 
not all State controlled -many were pri
vately owned. However, in March 1948, 
the tuition fees of all universities were 
raised very considerably, and 114 of 
them went on strike, Supported by the 
Teachers’ Union. Japan Zengakuren was 
formed as a co-offinating body, u 
national federation, #nd now has a 
membership of 350 autonomous associa
tions and 300,000 s t u f f s .

The effectiveness ofijmis organization, 
unhampered by careerist, self-seeking, 
arse-licking leaders, carping out for them
selves a comfortable niche in the Estab
lishment, was first discovered in 1949 
during Japan's ‘Red E|P'gcs\ The ruling 
class in Japan, in co«Qpcration with the 
US Occupation Army* began a huge 
witch-hunt throughout |hc country. The 
policy of the trade union leaders, we are

COASTAL CONDITIONS
On the coast, in March of this year, 

workers claimed to be better off than 
when I worked there, three years ago, 
although they admitted doing overtime 
and piecework on the building sites for 
1,350 pesetas to 1,500 pesetas (£8-£9) a 
week. A'working day in Spain often means 
from 7 in the morning till 7 or 8 at 
night, with Sundays off. Not much fun, 
and this is what a mate of mine does 
in Alicante, to keep his wife and kid 
in a room not much bigger than the 
size of their double bed and with a 
kitchen, which they share with the 
owners. The migration of workers to 
the coast has brought with it problems 
not entirely unlike those of the immi
gration of Pakistanis into England, of 
which the most notable is housing 
shortage. My mate’s dad, on the other 
hand, is less well-blessed regarding his 
job. He works as a dustman for 750 
pesetas (£4 10s.) a week, and as he 
doesn’t get overtime, he has to go to 
work in a scrap yard every night, when 
he has done qn the dust-cart. These 
cases are typical of many here, in Spain!

When I was working in Spain; the 
bosses got away with murder! Wages 
were often not paid on time on the 
building sites, and the place where we 
worked often paid us for less hours 
than we put in. Some companies still 
make blokes redundant before the holi
days, then start them on again after, to 
avoid paying holiday pay.

The state of living and working con
ditions in the villages of Central and 
South Spain do not bear thinking about, 
if these workers came to the coast for 
a better life. Even though industrial 
growth is supposed to be about 12% 
a year at the present time, a friend of 
mine has a lad of 20, living in what is 
reckoned to be an industrialised part 
of Cadiz, and he has not worked more 
than three months since he' left school, 
and he cannot draw benefits because he 
has not worked long enough to qualify. 
There again, the system of benefits is 
so tight here that a pensioner (a brickie) 
of my acquaintance has to do jobs on

told, was ‘confused’ and 20,000 militant 
workers lost their jobs. However, when 
a similar attempt was made to weed out 
the universities, 200,000 students closed 
ranks and fought back with a succession 
of strikes and demonstrations which 
lasted until October 1950 but ended in 
victory for Zengakuren.

The next seventeen years brought a 
regular succession of strikes and demon
strations triggered off by such things as: 
the Korean War; nuclear tests; US mili
tary bases; a ‘Police Duty Law’ which 
aimed at ‘strengthening and expanding 
state supervision and control over poli
tical and private activity of the people*; 
the Japanese-USA Mutual Security 
Treaty; the University Control Bill; the 
occupation of Okinawa; etc., etc., etc. 
Practically every year from 1950 to 1966 
was characterized by a general strike 
over some issue, and in case anyone 
cherishes the idea that all these strikes 
and demonstrations were nothing more 
than free, fun-packed holidays, they will 
do well to remember that one girl was 
clubbed to death and literally thousands 
of students badly injured and arrested by 
the vicious riot police—armed with tear 
gas and night-sticks, and protected with 
steel helmets and plastic visors—who 
were, and still are, thrown unrestrainedly 
against the nation’s youth. These thugs 
in uniform don’t need the walls of a 
police station to conceal their brutality 
for the gloves are off with a vengeance 
in Japan, and all the ugliness of a 
government whose power is threatened 
is clearly evident.
RANK AND FIL E  CONTROL

The Zengakuren has remained, so far 
as it is possible to judge, under the con
trol of the rank and file members (prob
ably due to its federal aspect), and has 
preserved intact its independence from the 
Japanese Communist and Socialists Par
ties. Of course the CP, in their nasty, 
inimitable way, tried to take over the 
leadership and, as is their wont, failed 
dismally. Equally unsuccessful were their 
attempts to direct the student struggle 
through parliamentary channels, and (an 
old Bolshevik tactic) to destroy Zenga
kuren when they found they could not 
control it. Finally, they pulled their 
members out, after expelling those who 
disagreed with party policy, and formed 
a small, rival organization.

the sly to supplement his pension, for 
which he risks a sentence if caught 
STRUGGLES AHEAD

This winter, which promises to be a 
particularly bad one for the workers of 
Western Europe, will be, according to 
some sources, a particularly, rough and 
restless one in Spain and Portugal. As 
the recession sets in, the refugee workers 
will return to their jobless lands, as they 
are doing already according to the anxious 
Portuguese press. It is hard to see 
how they can be absorbed without a 
struggle. Already there is a growing 
demand to increase the minimum wage 
in Spa|n, and this is not surprising 
considering the amount of dependents, 
young and old, a  wage packet here often 
has to cater for.

In these struggles of the Spanish work
ing classes, the Spanish anarchists have 
always been valuable and useful parti
cipants. Never imposing their ideology, 
even when ideals were better thought 
of than they are in England today, they 
worked exclusively for the workers’ well
being. Only in the midst of a strike 
or social conflict did they put to use 
the applicable and useful parts of their 
theories. If some of our own revo
lutionaries regard this as reformist, then 
if obliging the workers is reformist, we 
should all be for reformism. Bending 
over backwards and developing a more 
acute and sypathetic ear to the demands 
of the working-class is essentia], for 
living standards will always appear, to 
most people, more important than poli
tical ideas. And if, after our partici
pation in the social struggle, anarchism 
does not profit so much as the workers’ 
wellbeing, then what does it matter? 
We are not ideological capitalists tightly 
calculating the profit and loss of our 
efforts. There is still much to be learnt 
from the Spanish experiences of effective 
anarchism.

A Correspondent.
*See Encyclopaedia Britannica, Spain, 
f Levante, regional paper published in
Valencia, issues dated 1.4.67 and 4.4.67.
‘La Agriculture Espanola’, A Examen
i & n.

The principal lessons to be learned 
from the example of- Zengakuren are, 
^  think, as follows. Firstly, whether one 
is a student o r a worker the same 
essential IWW troth holds good—an 
injury to one is an injury to  all. H ie  
only possible tactic with which to oppose 
the principle of ‘divide and rale’ is 
solidarity, right down the line. Secondly, 
it appears that any militant organization 
can only remain militant if it resists 
the kiss of death of a take-over bid by 
a political grouping, and remains con
trolled by its rank and file. And finally, 
if either students or workers ARE suc
cessful to  the degree that they cause 
the slightest tremor to shake the bastions 
of power, they must be prepared to 
face the open violence of the private 
army of the nation state. This last could 
be the most useful lesson lo r all those 
good-hearted people who, in their inno
cence, still think that ‘All coppers are 
bastards’ is an exaggerated sentiment.

‘Davey Jones’.
*Zengakuren: 20 Years' Struggle. Pam

phlet published by the All Japan 
Federation of Student Autonomous 
Associations, NC-JRCL, Zenshinsha, 
2-62-9 Higashi ikebukuro, Toshima-ku, 
Tokyo.

A New  Y e a r 
S u b scrip tio n  
f o r  a Frie n d  P

freemasonry
SPH ERE IS AND ALWAYS has been 
, some dissension in the French anar

chist movement as to whether anarchists 
can also be freemasons. Paddy Fields, 
in his report in F reedom, says, ‘No, I am 
not joking!’ But this is quite a serious 
question. He should understand that the 
word ‘freemason’ conveys something 
utterly different to a Frenchman than it 
does to an Englishman, in the same way 
that ‘royalist* has utterly different over
tones here from those it has on the 
Continent.

I recall a Spanish comrade once de
fending the articles in the CNT-FAI 
English language Boletin de Information, 
by saying that as the Anarchists were 
numerically inferior in England it was 
necessary in this bulletin to appeal to 
‘the bourgeois’ republicans’—he was quite 
incredulous that these were manifestly 
fewer in numbers! However, whereas 
the royalist label in Spain signifies accep
tance of old-fashioned feudalism, in 
England it is merely a hallmark of re
spectability; while in the thirties the 
noisily royalist section in England (out
door Jubilee tea parties, banners across 
the streets, etc.) were precisely the poorer 
districts where the Communist Party had 
made the most strides.

In the same way, British so-called 
freemasonry is merely the ‘knife-and- 
fork masonry* used by the middle-class 
for business activity and contact. What 
is called ‘Scottish rite’ retains only the 
ritual, of freemasonry. It is commercial 
and under the domination of the upper- 
classes, except in those places where 
there is an Irish Catholic working-class 
and it takes on the character of a rival 
Tory working-class movement. Even this, 
however, is not the masonry inveighed 
against in Catholic ceuntries. For many 
years respectable Tory Rotarian masons 
have wondered at hearing the clerical- 
fascist mob in countries like Austria cry
ing, ‘Down with the M asons!’ It sounds 
to them rather like ‘Down with Mitcham 
Golf C lub!’

Continental freemasonry has in the past 
been a main instrument of the bourgeois 
revolution, and played a part in libera
tion from Catholic dogma—rather similar 
to a militant secularist movement. Baku
nin utilised the secret societies of Spain 
to build up a following all over Spain 
(this is the main historical reason why

a study of masonry is important; super
ficial historians like Prof. Carr imagine 
that Bakunin’s secret societies were all 
pretence, and offer no real explanation 
of how he came to influence the Spanish 
workers). Whether the masonic move
ment—now like all nineteenth century 
radical bourgeois movements outdated so 
far as the workers are concerned—has 
still a part to play, is a matter for dis
cussion, similar to the question of whether 
radical secularism has a part to play. The 
French masons are in no way revolu
tionary (though the Spanish still are in 
some degree). Their organisation is rather 
like that of the British Humanists, where 
professors and academics take the place 
of priests and bishops, and unbelieving 
bishops are not unwelcome. Those know
ing the set-up of British Humanism may 
marvel that some anarchists can be 
humanists; or they may argue that anar
chists at the university, at least, have a 
place inside the humanist movement. 
This is a parallel with freemasonry in 
France; Paddy Fields should not make 
the mistake that there are any anarchists 
in any movement vaguely similar to what 
passes off as freemasonry in England. 
The Pope does not go to the trouble of 
forbidding Catholics to be freemasons in 
order to keep them out of English lodges! 
As F. A. Ridley pointed out, the late 
Pope clearly demonstrated his ‘infalli
bility’ when he assured English Catholic 
MPs that when he spoke against socialism 
he was certainly not thinking of the 
English Labour Party. When he speaks 
about freemasonry he is not thinking of 
Members’ Night at the ‘Ooat & Com
passes’ either.

There is of course a strong case against 
French masonry, but it is not such a 
clear-cut case as Paddy Fields obviously 
thinks. While the detestation in which 
Spanish clerical-fascism holds free
masonry is a measure of its claim to be 
at least current allies; though whether the 
working-class needs allies is another issue.

Internationalist.
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THE YOUNG OFFENDER, by D. J. 
West. A Pelican Book. 6/-.
THE VIOLENT GANG, by Lewis 
Yablonsky. A Pelican Book. 7/6.

/"''R IM E AND VIOLENCE will always 
be topics of evergreen interest to peo

ple of all shades of opinion. Because 
of their fascination, these topics produce 
an enormous folk-lore of confused and 
often quite erroneous belief; in fact, it 
is often those people who, by virtue of 
their limited personal experience and 
limited range of reading, are most 
ignorant, arc nevertheless most dogmatic 
in their opinions. These two Pelican 
books are well worth reading, and read
ing THOROUGHLY, because of the 
great amount of factual material they 
contain.

The Young Offender deals primarily 
with the English scene and is written in 
an easy, journalistic style by one of the 
Assistant Directors of the Cambridge 
Institute of Criminology. The Violent 
Gang is a more scholarly work by an 
American professor of sociology, who 
did considerable field work in Manhattan 
around 1955; it is concerned entirely 
with the American scene.

West’s book may well have been in
tended primarily for students concerned 
with a course in criminology, and as 
such it will meet their needs admirably, 
for not only is it easy reading, but it 
gives a basic list of references concern
ing books and journal articles which 
cover the field of juvenile crime fairly 
adequately. Both the academic sociolo
gists and the psychologists may complain 
that he has given an all too journalistic 
account of their theories, but at least 
he directs the reader’s attention to many 
basic texts. His chapter on ‘The true 
extent of youthful crime’ is of particular 
importance: it reveals very soberly that 
much of the supposed increase in juvenile 
crime, which is such a feature of con
temporary comment, is more supposed 
than real. It is of interest to read a fac
tual breakdown of the statistics and to 
see what they mean. This chapter is also 
of importance in that it touches on the 
modem researches into undetected crime, 
and the admission of criminal activity 
by people who have never been before 
the courts. Researches in the. USA, 
Britain and the Scandinavian countries 
have shown that almost all young men 
have engaged in criminal acts at one 
time or another, and if everyone were 
to have come before the law, the number 
of young men at large would be surpris
ingly small.
THE DELINQUENT’

Having demonstrated that most youths 
do, in fact, engage in a  certain amount 
of criminal activity, West tends to forget

this in some later sections of the book 
when he writes about the ‘delinquent 
as though there was really such an 
animal, separate from the rest of us. In 
other places he explains that what he is 
really talking about is the sort of youth 
who is frequently convicted of criminal 
offences, and this is, of course, to some 
degree a recognizable type. People of 
lower ‘status’ in terms of their income, 
education and skill of their work, tend 
to be arrested and convicted much more 
frequently than those who are better 
off, better educated, etc. The whole 
economic and social set-up is geared in 
favour of those of higher income and 
status, so it is not surprising that in less 
favoured social backgrounds criminal 
activity is rather more frequent, and the 
chances of arrest, conviction and severe 
sentencing by the courts, very very much 
more likely.

West is, on the whole, a middle-of-the- 
road liberal who presents a good deal of 
facts and passes few value judgements. 
He does not venture to put forward 
theories of his own but refers to the 
theories of other people. On the whole 
this is a point in favour of the book, for 
one must master a great deal of facts 
about criminal activity before one is in 
any position to assess sociological or 
psychological theories.

A number of studies have appeared 
concerning gangs in America, particu
larly over the last 40 years, and some
thing of a folklore has grown up around 
them. Yablonsky’s book is something 
of a new departure. He classifies gangs 
into three main categories, particularly 
with regard to teenagers and young 
adults: the social gang, the criminal 
gang and the violent gang. He contests 
the validity of the ‘retreatist’ gang which 
has been discussed in some American 
literature, and is supposed to consist of 
people who have retreated from the 
ordinary concerns of life, mainly by 
drug-taking. Those whose main aim in 
life is to go on the nod’ he characterises 
as being far too asocial to belong to 
any sort of gang.

SOCIAL GANGS
While social gangs are, in the main, 

healthy associations of young people 
with common interests, and c r i m in a l  
gangs have the practical purpose of pre
datory gain by unlawful means in the 
jungle of economic competition, violent 
gangs have little purpose other than 
satisfying the appetite for violence and 
sadistic fantasy of their members. 
Yablonsky did considerable field work in 
close proximity to the violent gangs of 
Manhattan. These were mainly local 
groups of youths who compensated for 
their extreme social frustration and per
sonal inadequacies by living in a state

of perpetual warfare
Their warfare Wa8 not directed against 

the adult world, the ^ ijce or society in 
general, but a g a ^ ^ f t  other. The 
poorer quarters of }̂ eW York abounded 
with local gangs gave themselves 
colourful names, ^  Egyptian Kings, 
Balkans, Dragons, Harlem Syndicate, 
Villains, Scorpions, e(C. All these gangs 
maintained a perpejuaj state of warfare, 
uneasy alliances, temporary truces, be
trayals and pointless attacks among one 
another. Brutal woundings were com
monplace and there was the occa
sional motiveless murder. These gangs 
mimicked with horrible irony the state 
of affairs which exists between nation
states. Their assaults and affrays had 
not even the justification of rational 
plunder; generally they attacked one an
other out of a perverted preoccupation 
with violence.

Strange to say, racial troubles did not 
feature notably among their causes of 
conflict; Puerto Rican, Anglo-Saxon and 
Negro youths would be members of the 
same gang, and attack similarly consti
tuted rival gangs merely because they 
inhabited a district a few blocks away. 
The ostensible reason for many conflicts 
was ‘defence’ of local territory, but this 
was often a thin excuse to justify an 
affray.

PLANNED AND CASUAL FIGHTS

Not only did these youths go in for 
a perpetual series of fights, planned and 
casual, but they did murder with their 
mouths as an obsessive preoccupation, 
The leading figures in the gangs talked 
of little else but the violence they would 
do, and mingled a great deal of fantasy, 
with drab reality. They talked in terms 
of hundreds, even thousands, of members 
of gangs and confederations of gangs 
which did not exist, and convinced them
selves and one another that some mon
strous Armageddon was always about to 
take place.

The physical conditions of the slums 
of New York which formed the back
ground of this diseased social set-up 
must be as bad as those of any modem 
city. A city of terrible contrasts between 
wealth and poverty,ppf freedom and un
limited opportunity and utter frustration 
for the deprived- In forms o f real poverty 
these slum-dwellers' were a great ’deal 
better off, say, thin the poor of cities 
in India, but what counts in terms of 
frustration is the contrast between the 
American dream, and the reality for the 
social drop outs.

The personal study which Yablonsky 
did of a number of leading gang mem
bers revealed characters in whom the 
environment had engendered an extreme 
of violent psychopathy which just 
needed something to hate and attack.

Illogically enough, it was not the insti
tutions which were the cause of their 
sickness against which they directed 
their aggression, but against their fellow- 
sufferers in the neighbouring slums. 
While the more adolescent members of 
the gangs were simply young hooligans 
who might be expected to grow out of 
their preoccupation with violence, the 
senior members were more twisted types.
SICK PSYCHOPATH

The recent pronouncements and acti
vities of Michael Malik, the self-claimed 
Black Muslim in this country, are typical 
of this type of sick psychopath who is 
in fact the worst enemy of those he 
claims to champion. Love of violence 
often goes with a form of masochism, 
so that such nut-cases seldom lack for 
admirers and followers who adulate their 
leader the more he abuses them and 
leads them into self-destructive courses 
of action.

Yablonsky is unusual among writers 
on criminological topics in that he is a 
realist and does not need to wear any 
Establishment mask. Like Alex Comfort 
in this country, he sees violence as 
pathological when it is used by gangsters 
or by law-enforcement officers alike. 
Writing of the modern ‘image’ he says, 

The good-guy sheriff, or lawman is 
as sociopathic and enjoys his violence 

: as much as the Robin Hood type of 
outlaw. Within this media context, 
the violence role is justified and ag
grandised by any flimsy pretext of a 
story line. The form of violence 
depicted is not really important as 
long as the violent hero is not clearly 
described as ‘sick’ or psychotic- For 
example, it would be difficult to ima
gine a Western psychologist telling the 
‘Gunslinger’ or Elliott Ness, “You 
really are disinterested in law enforce
ment; you simply love to assault and 
torture criminals because you are a 
sick man.’

IMPRESSIVE STUDY
Yablonsky makes no ‘political’ assess

ment of the nature of American society,- 
and indeed his study is the more impres
sive because of its down to earth 
objectivity. He permits himself ‘the 
commonplace observation that a society 
that fails to find remedies for its (own 
disorganization and for jts own institu
tionalized iniquities is likely to continue 
to suffer from their consequences—those 
of violent gangs among them’. In this, 
he is rather more realistic than D. I. West 
who occasionally harks back to a sort 
of ‘beast in man’ explanation of crimina
lity. West even cites historical examples 
like the French Revolution when (so he 
says) the breakdown of police power 
resulted in \  . j. hordes of casual 
labourers and vagabonds whose criminal 
propensities were normally held in check

blossomed into fanatic murderers and 
pillagers’. Yablonsky has a broader con
cept of the meaning of real criminality 
than West. He realizes that the violent 
gang obtains a sort of ‘legitimation’ in 
the eyes of American society because of 
what it emulates:

Another clue to the legitimation of 
gang violence as non-pathological be
haviour may be its uncomfortable 
closeness to the behaviour of the 
overall society. The ‘crazy machina
tion’ of the violent gang and its 
‘military structure’ are bizarre replicas 
of current structures of international 
violence and warfare. Using the 
social context of the current inter
national scenes as a ‘normal’ reference 
point, violent gang machinations do 
not appear too pathological. Although 
many gang adjustments require closer 
examination, the violent gang interest
ingly caricatures many patterns of 
the upper world. The gang president 
(even if he doesn’t really lead), drafting 
new soldiers (even if they are not 
really members), grand alliances (even 
if they do not fully co-operate), sum
mit peace meetings (even if they are 
only for propaganda and solve 
nothing) are all constructs that bear 
some resemblance to the international 
climate of violence.

SOCIOLOGISTS BAFFLED
One feature that has always baffled 

sociologists and criminologists, is the 
absence of violent gangs, after the 
American model, in Britain. Glasgow is 
about the only town in Britain where 
there is anything like the violent gang 
pattern described by Yablonsky, and 
there it is a much weaker phenomenon. 
We have run-down slums enough in 
British towns, but social research has 
tended to emphasise the absence of 
what is a regular feature of many towns 
in America—in spite of the enthusiastic 
efforts of the British press which always 
hopes to discover violent teenage gangs.

Yablonsky has much to say of im
portance concerning the sociological and 
psychological implications of a preoccu
pation with violence. One cannot be 
associated with the broad spectrum of 
the ‘revolutionary’ movement of this 
country—anarchists, trots, commies and 
assorted Marxists, as well as fascists and 
(ace-hate nuts both white and black— 
without encountering many individuals 
and groups whose politics are a thin 
excuse for their infatuation with violence. 
Yablonsky’s picture of the warring gangs 
of Manhattan, with their fantasies of 
a  wholesale blood-bath, their illusory 
alliances and intrigues, their preoccu
pation with recruiting numbers, parodies 
not only of the international power- 
struggle, but the activities of many 
committed ‘revolutionaries’. This is a 
book which has very wide implications.

G.

A SCOTS HAIRST, by Lewis Crassic 
Gibbon. Published by Hutchinson. 30/-.

O O M E  MONTHS AGO F reedom 
published a review of Ian Munro’s 

biography of this Scottish novelist; now 
Gibbon's biographer has brought together 
a volume of his short stories, essays 
and poems none of which, apart from 
the story ‘Smeddum’,* were currently 
in print. Many of the stories are from 
the Scottish Scene volume upon which 
Gibbon collaborated with Hugh Mac- 
Diarroid in 1934, as are some of the 
essays. The book also includes, how
ever, some hitherto unpublished poems, 
part of an unfinished manuscript and 
selections from Gibbon’s school note
book.

Of the five short stories, four deal with 
peasant life in the Howe of the Mearns 
between the wars. The whole range of 
peasant feeling is explored In these 
short tales; from the grandeur of ‘Clay’, 
which tells of a man's passion for his 
land and the destruction this wreaks 
upon his family and himself, to ‘Green- 
den’ which illustrates the destructive 
forces of spite and bitterness in the 
community. The other story is a novel 
integration of the second coming myth 
with a glimpse of life as lived by a 
Communist family in a Scottish city in 
the ’30s.

The essays provide interesting back
ground material for an understanding 
of Gibbon, and one of them, ‘The

Land’, is easily their equal as a  work 
of art. Two others are studies of Aber
deen and Glasgow in the ’30s, and in 
these his humour and warmth are mingled 
with hatred of the social system that 
condemns people to live in the then 
prevailing conditions of deprivation. It 
is to these essays that the reader should 
turn in order to find out the writer's 
attitudes to nationalism, socialism and 
the fall of man from an idyllic culture 
of shifting cultivation to his present 
state. The last third of the book is 
taken up with his poems, stories written 
under his real name of Mitchell (both 
of these are of inferior standard), extracts 
from his school essays, in which his 
later dominant interests are already 
apparent, and finally 20 pages of manu
script of a new novel, which raises 
the question of what this man might 
yet have done if he had lived. Already 
he was the greatest Scottish writer since 
Dunbar, already his mastery of language, 
the integration of Scots idiom and 
English, excelled that of Joyce. He 
might have lived to become the writer 
of the century, but he would also have 
lived to sec an American military base 
at Edzell, in the heart of the Mearns.

Every reader of Freedom should get 
this book, if only to be able to disagree 
with the claims I've made for Gibbon’s 
genius.

Ian R. M itchell.

•In Scottish Short Stories (World’s 
Classics).

New Jersey

TYESPITE THE SUFFERINGS of 
”  Marlon Brando, violence once more 
flared into action at New York’s water
front and behind the liberal facade and 
the television interviews the goon squads 
are still acting out their hired roles as 
controllers for the Mafia and the 
Organisation.

For a few brief weeks the Newark 
waterfront came to a halt over the ques
tion of hiring practices and it was against 
this background that the killings of 
Pasquale Colucci, bis brother Nicholas, 
and Peter Martelo must be examined. 
When Gerado Catena, the newly elected 
Mafia boss of the Newark area, publicly 
stated that ‘Nobody spits in Port Newark 
without my permission' it was accepted 
by informed opinion that Catena was 
informing those who sought to break 
the hold that the Mafia hoods have over 
the local loan-sharking rackets that the 
Newark waterfront was private Mafia 
property.

The late brothers Colucci were both 
active in the Newark docks and it is 
believed that they had decided to iibo 
Martelo’s cocktail lounge as a meeting 
place when the two hired triggers walked 
in and blew the place apart and included 
in the debris were the three named men.

The local police quickly ruled out 
robbery for, de«p><c the routine and 
laconic going over that they gave the
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THE MAFIA VOTES
killings, it became obvious that with the 
five hundred dollars found on the bodies 
of the three men and the fact that the 
shoot-up took place at 6.15 in the 
morning three hours after the cocktail 
lounge closed meant that other reasons 
must be sought. That the three men 
fought for their lives is evident when one 
surveys the shambles of the bar for it 
had been turned into a short sharp 
battleground.

This was not the usual sweet swift 
job of the professional triggers but the 
work of tough-minded goons ready and 
willing to kill for a fast buck. Pasquale 
Colucci had been employed as a hiring 
boss for the Mahers Stevedoring Co. 
while brother Nicholas had been an ab
sentee member of Local 1235 leaving only 
the unfortunate Martelo, the bar owner, 
as the innocent bystander and those un
known members of the fatal meeting 
who loft before the triggers and the 
polico arrived to be accounted for.

But what made the killings of the 
Coluccis important is that they were the 
brothers of Vincent Colucci, the secre
tary-treasurer of Local 1235, who 
attended the Waterfront Commission 
conference that ended the work stop
page. A week or so ago Local 1235 and 
Local 1233 held a members' referendum 
to decide seniority priorities for hiring 
and the longshoremen were willing and 
eager to get back to work and it is felt, 
in those informed circles, that this was 
an opportune moment for the Mafia 
hoods under Catena to throw in a little 
muscle to point out the true path to the 
working stiffs, for the independent 
Newark Locals are fighting to keep that 
fragile independence. It is idle and 
futile to formulate moral judgements for

the men are dead, the bar has been re
opened and Catena’s Mafia goons hold 
the Newark dock area in their greasy 
hands.

Yet this is but the reflection of a  rich, 
economically primitive society, fanatic 
in its emotive beliefs and violent in its 
actions. All the reforming zeal, no 
matter how noble, and all vote-casting, 
no matter how numerous, can be but a 
palsied twitch in a corrupt body. While 
the dock gates are open the work-stiffs 
will work within them and the Mafia 
vermin, the goon squads, and the out-of- 
town triggers, will continue to operate, 
for in a society based on profit and 
violence who dares to cry for justice.

Lumpenproletariat.
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FRANCO, by Brian Crozier. Eyre & 
Spottiswood. 70/-.

. . . the only things I can think of
that we have in common is that 
we both hate communism . . * 

rpHESE LINES from the foreword of 
Franco by Brian Crozier gives the 

reader the idea that what he is abbut to 
retd is not perhaps the most objective 
study of that man’s life in print. The 
author reiterates time and time again 
that he had no . intention of writing a 
sycophantic biography of General 
Franco, but I think perhaps that that 
kindness shown to him by the Spanish 
authorities in allowing him to rum
mage through archives given to him 
softened his heart slightly. Most of 
Crozier’s fault in this book are ‘faults of 
omission*. In moments of generosity he 
does in fact admit that the Nationalists 
committed some outrageous crimes 
(errors of judgement), in order, I sup
pose, to give the book a gloss of objec
tivity, but also he justifies most of these 
incidents except where they tend to 
fall in with the red republican atrocity 
stories such as in the case of calling out 
Moorish troops during the Asturian up
rising of 1934. We discover, to our sur
prise and may I add to the surprise of 
the Basques, that Guernica was not de
stroyed by the German air force in re
taliation for the execution of a Nazi 
pilot as a common criminal but by the 
Basques themselves . . .  to foment more 
atrocity stories!

Mr. Crozier inveighs against those who 
apparently regard Franco as a monster 
(Koestlcr, Jackson, Brennan, to name 
but a few) and he goes on to explain 
to us that Franco is no Fascist hyena 
as the agents of Muscovy would have us 
believe. It is not on account of his 
personality that Franco has earned un
dying hatred; it is not even that he is 
regarded as the same breed as Hitler 
or Mussolini. No doubt had he gone 
his chosen way he might have been 
no better and no worse than any of 
the other Spanish generals who ‘run in 
war time and shoot the people in peace 
time’, as Pio Baroja described them. 
Mary Shelley affords us a good example 
—we might say of Franco as of Franken
stein’s creation: ‘Poor Monster!’ But 
it is still necessary to destroy him. 
FASCIST STIGMA 

The author, whose interest in Spain 
germinated during the Spanish Civil War, 
nurtured by the Left Book Club (yes, 
he had leftist sympathies!) and sprang 
into glorious fruition in 1966 by the 
kindness^ !  JF.raga Ixribaxne. (May jl add 
inai nrre & Spottiswood published Fran
quist apologies during and after the 
Spanish Civil War with which Fraga was 
well pleased.) Other historians of the 
Spanish Civil War are condemned for 
their lack of objectivity, but Mr. Crozier 
goes to the other extreme by accepting 
only slightly critically the Franquist ver
sion of events prior to, during and after 
the Spanish Civil War. This question of 
clearing Franco’s name of a fascist stig
ma seems to me superfluous and irrele
vant. Indeed Franco was the niho genio 
of the Republic. The Socialists in power 
rejected the absurdly idealistic slogan of 
the CNT 'Abolish the Army’ and Presi
dent Azana brought in the young officers 
beyond their promotion.

Azana thought that Francisco Franco 
was hardly as reactionary as the old- 
fashioned generals with their catholic 
monarchist views. He might even have 
been a liberal; the son of a freemason 
and, by the way, he never attended 
church until he deemed it necessary to 
gain the support of the Catholic Church 
for the crusade of the glorious National 
Movement 
SEPHARDIC JEWS 

Where Brian Crozier really rushes into 
the realms of fantasy is over the question 
of the Sephardic Jews. This it but wild 
exaggeration arid funnily enough, he 
criticises Sir Samuel Hoare (British 
Ambassador to Spain at the time) for 
being deliberately misleading on this 
point. Spanish citizenship was granted 
to the Jews (Sephardies) in 1945, two 
months after Hitler’s defeat ! If this had 
been granted earlier it could have saved 
many thousands of Sephardic Jews from 
extermination. There- is only one re
corded instance of Franquist aid in this 
question and that was over the Spanish/
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Poor Monslor
Portuguese Synagogue in Amsterdam. 
The Spanish Ambassador intervened to 
save the ‘old Spanish Monument’ from 
destruction and the added request of the 
Portuguese Ambassador saved the life 
of the caretaker. It is said that the 
Italian Ambassador added his persuasions, 
and they saved the life of the caretaker’s 
wife to help him clean the building. 
The entire community went to their 
deaths, but the building remained intact 
(with a caretaker).
AUSTRIAN MODEL

The ideal state of the Spanish fascists 
(Falange) was not in fact Germany but 
Austria. Dollfuss, who preserved the 
hegemony of the Catholic Church over 
a milder form of corporate state and 
crushed all working class resistance, was 
the latter-day Christ to be emulated. 
When they failed by Parliamentary in
trigue to rule the Republic by clerico- 
fascism; and  every time they got hold 
of a Dollfuss somebody took h is. life. 
Highly amusing is when he says, speak
ing of the assassination of Calvo Sotelo, 
that the gravity of this crime can only 
be comprehended by imagining Senator 
Robert Kennedy kidnapped arid mur
dered by the FBI! . . . The unthinkable 
had become commonplace*. . . . Calvo 
Sotelo was in fact shot for the part he 
had played in the shooting of Lieutenant 
Castillo of the Republican Assault Guard.

No Dollfuss being available, they 
turned to the old-fashioned remedy of 
military revolt. Had it succeeded as it 
should have succeeded, Franco would, 
no doubt, have been a mildly benevolent 
banana republic ^cacique ruling an 
‘Austria’ that might, in due course, have 
become an ‘Ireland’ when it was finally 
decided that the Spaniards were fready’ 
for democracy.

The military revolt did riot succeed 
and the militant Spanish people would 
not accept fascism even in mild doses 
nor were they content merely to resist it. 
They hit back with the most potent

weapon in their arsenal $ the social revo
lution. If Franco’s only ’mortal sin’, as 
Mr. Crozier puts it, WaS accepting Fascist 
aid, then this retaliati0IV|j^as the mortal 
sin of the Spanish workjmg class which 
they paid for dearly after October 1, 
1939. The forces backing the1 revolt 
could not retreat. ThetBgwas, to be no 
‘Austria’. Instead they had to call on 
the Moors to carry on-j This Brian Cra
zier admits was a mistake, but, as he 
says . . .  ‘he had no choice . . until 
international fascism Jcame to their 
rescue. The structure Qf capitalism was 
crumbling and there |  was only one 
weapon to defend it: gepocide!

The two main milittty conspirators, 
Mola and Sanjurjo, die|| (fortuitously?) 
in plane crashes—onlw one man pre
sented any danger to Franco—and that 
was Jose Antonio Pnpt'p de Rivera, 
leader of the Falangistf itiovement and, 
if I may say, an idealist He was exe
cuted by the Republicans in Alicante, 
that is true, but what Mr/ Crozier care
fully omits is that the Republicans 
offered to exchange JoseAntonio for the 
son of Largo Caba!ler|| who was im
prisoned and later executed by the 
Nationalists. Franco, the patriotic purist, 
refused, on moral grounds, to concede 
to such a petition and tearfully allowed 
Primo de Rivero to go 'jto his death. 
SUMMARY EXECUTIONS

I was glad to see that the author does 
admit that summary jexecutions took 
place (I was almost victfip, of one), but 
he goes on to say thai these are vastly 
over-rated, especially by Jackson who 
puts the figure at about 200,000. I should 
venture to say that thisjis a conservative 
estimate and I would! put the figure 
nearer the quarter million mark when 
you consider that Colonel Imar of the 
Special Military Tribunal in Madrid 
signed personally ove£,i one hundred 
thousand death sentence!/ He retired in 
1963 before my arrest |(luckily) but his 
successor, Colonel Btibas, special judge,

SOLIDARITY ?
VT.W.’S REPLY to our letter (F reedom , 
~j3L2.-12.67) i s i f  possible, more slovenly* g 
muddle-headed and dishonest than his 
original comments (F reedom , 18.11.67).

He perseveres in alleging that Soli
darity misrepresented Voline by quoting 
him out of context. Of course no quote 
gives the full coritext. A quote is, by 
definition, a partial statement. For 
N.W.’s allegation to be valid, our quote 
would have to have misrepresented what 
Voline meant. A glance at the context 
show s that Voline’s meaning is the one 
we attributed to him. N.W.’s continued 
misrepresentations, therefore, can hardly 
be explained by mere stupidity.

However, N.W. does concede our 
main point, that historically every im
portant issue has found anarchists on 
opposite sides of the barricades. But he 
dismissed this as unimportant. After all 
‘what about the socialists of all kinds’ 
he asks, ‘who have taken opposite sides 
in exactly the same way, on exactly the 
same issues?*

Now writers in Solidarity-̂—and in 
F reedom—have often pointed out that 
the word ‘socialist’ has become so de
valued that it has lost all meaning. 
Anyone who, when asked what his poli
tics were, replied that he was a socialist l 
would be regarded as dodging the issue. 
When different conceptions of socialism 
led to people taking different sides on 
crucial issues, the socialist movement 
split. What Is extraordinary about the 
anarchist movement is that anarchist 
revolutionaries, pacifists, liberals and 
fascists can happily coexist. It has been 
said of the anarchists: ‘these people will 
tolerate anything since they tolerate one 
another*.

The key issue on which N.W. is pre
varicating is his attitude to the Consti
tuent Assembly. The Constituent Assem
bly represented the Russian bourgeoisie’s 
attempt to institute a parliamentary 
regime. Although he ‘has never defended 
the Constituent Assembly’, N.W. is 
clearly opposed to both Bolshevik and 
anarchist motives for wanting it dis
solved 1 Only those who, like N.W., do 
not think in class terms could remain 
sitting on such a fence. The soviets, with 
all their faults, represented working class 
power. The two organizations, represent
ing as they did different interests, could 
not have coexisted for long. (For an 
account of the 1918-1919 German ex
perience, where the victory went to par
liament, see P.M.’s review of ‘The Ger
man Revolution of 1918' in Solidarity, 
Vol. IV, No. 10.)

We feel that N.W.’s real, unstated, 
objection to the October Revolution is 
that it was violent. Like any well-mean
ing liberal he would support a revolu
tion in the hearts of men. But for real

workers actually to dispossess the bour- 
geosie at gunpointrand smash its institu
tions waVtakm|pthin§s'to6 far. It is the 
impossible attempt to combine pacifism 
and revolution that* makes N.W. so 
muddle-headed.

N.W. does make® one valid point. 
Solidarity is anxious (b differentiate itself 
from much of theTpresent anarchist 
movement. In trying! to be both revo
lutionary and libertarian we find it neces
sary to differentiate ourselves both from 
pacifist libertarians and from authori
tarian ‘revolutionaries! We are sure that 
all real revolutionaries among the anar
chists will see our point of view:

Adding absurdity Ito prevarication, 
N.W. wonders what .the Solidarity line 
will be once we have been going for 
100 years. God forbid! The attempt to 
invent an imaginary Revolutionary con
tinuity a kind of apostolic succession-— 
is one of the most«mystifying things 
about most socialistrlorganizations. It 
permeates the thinking of most anar
chists. We would like to replace the 
meaningless divisions which this results 
in with relevant ones,Related to the real 
problems of todayJBjust as militant 
workers who identify Ipcmselyes with the 
Kremlin bureaucracy!are kidding them
selves, so are revold[ionary anarchists 
who think they have anything iu common 
with N.W.

For the Editorial Board of Solidarity, 
A.A., T.H., C.P-, J.S., K.W.

N.W. replies: < 9  |

T LEAVE IT to the readers of Freedom 
*  to judge the contributions to this 
controversy from tho Solidarity Group 
and me. I also leave ty‘to them to decide 
whether Voline was criticising the Kron
stadt rebels (as they say) or was defend
ing them against criticism (as I say). I 
don’t ‘concede’ the point that anarchists 
have disagreed on rasp! issues, because 
I never said they havin’i. So have the 
Solidarity  G roup-do f p y  concede that 
point 7 So what—it doesn’t make either 
of us ‘muddle-hcadedY which was the 
original point of disagreement.

I don’t agree that [the Constituent 
Assembly sim ply ‘represented the Russian 
bourgeoisie's attempt m institute a par
liamentary regime’; it j|n§ more or less 
freely elected by the mR*s of the Russian 
people, including Bolsheviks and many 
other revolutionaries, a ihajorit^ was won 
by the Social-Revolutionaries, w ho were
peasant socialists, and S| was dissolved 
by the Bolshevik Government because 
they coudn’t control it- P | f  do 1 agree 
that the Soviets after the Bolshevik 
Revolution still simply 'represented 
working class power*; they soon became 
the mouthpieces of jP te  Bolshevik 
Government, as they have been ever

was no better. They exterminated all 
opposition and by 1945 when they had 
nothing left but corpses to export (as 
Madariaga says) they began to reform 
their image.

The author arrived in Spain at a very 
opportune time—right in the middle pf 
a soft shoe council shuffle, changes wefre 
made in the security services, prisons and 
tribunals (Baibas was Removed then). In 
political offences against the security of 
the State! only Anarchists and Basque 
separatists (ETA) were tried by Military 
Tribunals (under the laws of Banditry 
and Terrorism). Very few people were 
taken in by the ‘liberalisation’, but ob
viously Mr. Crozier was one of the few 
gullible ones. Many changes have taken 
place in Spain since 1939, but a lot more 
changes have taken place in Germany 
in less time and the comparison itself is 
ridiculous. However, I  don’t want it 
understood that I do not believe any 
progress has been made in Spain since 
1939—it has changed considerably: the 
minimum wage (daily) in 1940 was 
roughly one shilling—today it is eight 
and six—that is progress!!

I suggest to Mr. .Crozier that the next 
time he visits Madrid he breaks the law 
(which is not extremely difficult) and 
spends some time in prison, he’ll learn 
a great deal, more about, Spain and 
Franco than he would if he spent all his 
life in the National Archives Museum. 
At the time of the ‘referendum’ there 
was a bitter joke current in prison (not 
from the political prisoners, but from 
the so-called ‘common’ criminals: ‘What 
are the three most useless things in the 
world?’ Answer: Queen Fabiola’s womb, 
the Pope’s penis and the Spanish referen
dum!

1 0 f the many errors and omissions 
Brian Crozier makes in this book, I 
have only space to point out one more. 
He states that Captain Franco was 
wounded in the abdomen during the 
Moroccan war in 1916, this is not quite 
true. He was, in fact, shot in the testicles. 
Brian Crozier says that Franco is not 
a very emotional man and inclined to 
be cold—this he attributes to his charac
ter; I attribute it to the cold blood of 
an eunuch.

Stuart Christie.

—  L E T T E R S  &  C O N T R O V E R S Y
since, and this was one of the complaints 
of the Kronstadt rebels. I suppose that 
if you think in Marxist class terms, you 
can call peasants part of the bourgeoisie 
ancLthe Bolsheviks ‘real workers’ (like 
Lenin and Trotsky, you know), but I 
think such simplification only leads to 
mystification.

I don’t  oppose anarchist motives for 
overthrowing the Provisional Govern
ment or dissolving the Constituent 
Assembly; after all their opposition to 
both was consistent and their motives 
were sincere. Nor do I object to the 
October Revolution because it was 
violent; this is a real red herring, since 
I have repeatedly praised the February 
Revolution and the great social revolu
tion of 1917, both of which inevitably 
involved violence. I have made no 
‘attempt to combine pacifism and revo
lution’, for the simple reason that I am 
not a pacifist or a revolutionary, though 
I favour non-violence and revolution 
when they are appropriate.
.11 should like to conclude by saying 

now much I regret the inability of my 
old friends in the Solidarity Group to 
conduct a political controversy without 
resorting to deliberate misrepresentation 
and gratuitous abuse.

(This correspondence is now closed.-^ 
Eds.)

Correction (1)
In my reply to Tony Hetherington’s 

letter (16.12.67), the word ‘revolution’ 
was twice misprinted as *resolutionk (lines 
14 and 15, of reply)—please read former 
for latter.

P.F.

Correction (2)
It was, of course, Cornet Joyce not 

Ensign Joyce who organised and led the 
abduction of Charles I. Cornet of Horse 
was the rank of a very junior officer in 
the New Model. Ensign was a compar
able rank in the Navy,

The Navy, incidentally, supported the 
Army in the first Civil War (1642/45) 
and opposed it in the second (1648). It 
is for this reason that the Navy is en
nobled by the title ‘Royal’ and the Army 
is not. The Navy likewise is regarded 
as the senior service although the regular 
Navy as we know it today was founded 
by Cromwell, Blake and Pepys, some 
six years after the foundation of the 
Army.

P eter  C adooan .

Happy Christmas 
to Joan Baez 
and Family

________ F IF T H  C O LU M N

I Say Y e s , Yo u  Say No
npHE TWO QUOTATIONS which 

follow are both to be found in 
Anarchy 81. Both refer to the period 
between the February Revolution and 
the October Revolution.

Anarchist communist and anarcho- 
syndicalist groups were formed in Petro- 
grad, Moscow and other large towns. 
Magazines and pamphlets were widely 
circulated. Anarchists became prominent 
in many trade unions and Soviets. Dur
ing the summer of 1917 the anarchist 
movement was more influential in Russia 
than ever before.

N.W.
In industrial areas, however, Bolshevik 

policy was frequently known and 
approved of, in the absence o f any 
equally radical- alternative; libertarians 
in particular failed to assert them
selves. . . .

Elizabeth Smith.
Perhaps there is a crucial difference 

between anarchists and libertarians which 
only the historian understands.

A l l  Y o u  N e e d  Is  L o v e
TYR. WILLIAM BRADFORD SHOCK- 

LEY, the Nobel Prize-winning 
physicist from Stanford University, 
appealed in a recent lecture for state 
control of births. ‘ According to The 
Times:

For population control, he suggested 
that there should be a popular vote on 
the desirable level of growth. The census 
officials would then determine how many 
children each couple could have in keep
ing with this pre-de ter mined rate.

All girls would be temporarily steri
lized by time-capsule contraceptives. 
When a couple chose to have a child a 
public health doctor would remove the 
contraceptive on presentation of a certi
ficate, and replace it after the child was 
born.

It is of course objectionable that the 
state should impose and regulate birth 
control. But I look forward to the day 
when all men and women choose to be 
temporarily sterilised as \ they reach 
puberty. When two people wanted to 
have a  child they would each have the 
sterilisation process reversed.

This would mean that children would 
n o t, be bom except as a result of the 
conscious decision of both parents.

However, it is likely that improve
ments in birth control methods will be 
used by the state to control the people— 
in the way Dr. Shockley suggests.

The state will be able to manufacture 
millions of uniforms in a standard size: 
then the people to wear them.

H a p p in e s s
Quoted in The Times Education Sup

plement :
. . . On the whole I had a very happy 

babyhood and I hope I shall do as well 
in adultery . . . from a composition by 
a second year pupil in a London borough 
junior school.

Thank You V e ry Mooch
A SPECIAL happy Xmas, to Dr.

Edmund Leach who has appeared 
regularly in this column during the last 
few weeks. And thanks to the Daily 
Telegraph for reporting at length views 
which infuriate its leader writers—and 
probably most of its readers. In his final- 
Reith Lecture. Dr. Leach aimed at the 
military and the politicians:

‘The monstrous arsenal of modern 
armaments is manipulated by politicians 
who talk as if the concept of national 
sovereignty had remained completely un
changed ever since the 18th century.

‘Generals who can fire rockets to the 
moon conduct their debates as if every
one were armed with bows and arrows. 
The real danger here is not the sophisti
cation of the technology, it is the ante
diluvian mentality of the military advisers 
and of those whom thby advise/

W ynford H icks .

Only v
£83 Wanted!
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Expenses: 50 necks at £90: £4500
Income: Sales and Subs,: £3306

DEFICIT: £1194

London, E.C.I: M.D. 14/-; Wolverhamp
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Cheltenham: L.G.W.* 10/-; San Fran
cisco: Bay Anarchist Group £40/16/8; 
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New York: Libertarian Book Club 4/-.
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Roberts-Arundel 
Shut Down
<QOOD RIDDANCE TO BAD 

rubbish!’ So said Stockport’s 
AEU District Secretary, Mr. J. 
Tocher, to the Manchester Evening 
Nbws, as word of the likely closure 
of Roberts-Arundel got about. That 
same night, Mr. Pomeranz, head of 
the company, officially announced 
the shut-down and so, after just 
over a year, the American company 
of Roberts-Arundel admitted being 
all washed up.

The dispute has been one of the 
most bitter struggles to take place 
in the North-West. Forty-three 
demonstrators have been arrested, 
and noses, ribs and a great number 
of the factory windows have been 
smashed.

Faced with a management of 
of union haters, it has been a ‘no
holds barred’ dispute. The police',1 
keen to keep the works going, faced 
workers and pickets up to the final 
bell, and on the day that the com
pany announced the closure, there 
was a 100-strong picket outside the 
factory. Once again the pickets 
tried to break into the factory that

Contact Column
This column ousts for mutual aid. 

donations towards cost of typesetting 
•'ll) be welcome.

What?! Committee of KX) ‘Carols’ 
Concert, Grosvenor Square, Decem
ber 22, 7 p.m. and after.

Student Anarchism. New fiery magazine 
starting beginning of next year. E n
quiries from students, as well as 
articles, welcome. R. Bebb, 103a 
Camden Road, N.W.l.

Gerry Bree would like to see friends. 
Ward 7 MB, Rainhill Hospital, near 
Liverpool.

Diggers to the Rescue! Comrades with
out accommodation are welcome at 
Telga’ Flower Power Hall, St. M ar
tin ’s  Secondary School, Adelaide 
Street, Trafalgar. Ask for Sid Rawle.

The Troupe. Improvised Theatre. If 
you want to take part write to 
Neil Horaick. 618B Finchley Road, 
N .W .ll.

Easter March. CND preliminary meeting. • 
January 4. 7.30 p.m., Euston Tavern. 
73 Euston Road, N.W.l.

Pandora Studios. Anarchist Silk Screen 
and Graphic Design. 256 Pentonyille 
Road, N.l (01-837 0088).

Toys. Stickers now available—‘Give the 
toys of peace—not the toys of war* 
—31- per 100, from Gibson, Brother
hood Church, Stapleton, Pontefract, 
Yorks.

Flats and Houses Cleaned. Simple re- 
decoration and gardening jobs 
warned. A. W. Uloth, 75 Templars 
Avenue, London, N .W .ll,

Pamphlets. ‘The Origins of the Spanish 
Revolutionary Movement’ (M. Da- 
shar)—2/6; ‘Surrealism and Revolu
tion’ (anthol.)—2/6; ‘Sixteen-Forty- 
nine, story of Diggers and Levellers'
‘—5/-, Coptic Press, 7 Coptic Street. 
London, W .C.l.

Commune. Money without strings 
wanted to set up ‘acratic* commune 
in Colchester. Agriculture and light 
industry. Write to Desmond Jeffery, 
Burnt Oak, Bad! Bergholt, Colchester.

International Anarchist Camp 1969. Pro
posed to hold it in S.E. England— 
offers of assistance, suggestions for 
suitable sites to Jim Huggon, 173 
Kingshill Avenue. Northolt, Mid
dlesex.

‘Save Greece Now’ Defence Fund. Dona
tions for Terry, M ike and Del) to 
Bretta Carthey, 8 Vincent Square 
Mansions, Walcott Street, London.
5. W.l.

Books Hand-bound and Engraved to 
Order. De-luxe Leather Bindings-*- 
Mosaics— Full-leather Parchment — 
Half-leather Bindings. All books 
hand-sewn and repaired. Designs 
for Parchments, Mosaics, are origi
nal. For further information contact 
Mr. L B. Wagner, c/o American 
Consulate, Calle Serrano 75, Madrid
6, Spain.

t won wish to make contact let os know.

has caused them so much hardship 
and once again the police beat them 
back.
HOW IT STARTED

How did the dispute first arise? 
Memories become blurred and over 
a long period of time people tend 
to forget the issues involved, or 
they become oversimplified to such 
an extent that, in this case, the 
papers are now saying that the cause 
of the strike was the employment of 
women. However, what really hap
pened was that in the summer of 
1966 the company sacked a number 
of men, refusing to consult with 
the stewards on the sackings and 
also refusing to operate the normally 
accepted rule of ‘last in, first out’. 
They insisted, that they select ar
bitrarily the men who had to go, 
showing only too well their attitude 
towards the men and their shop 
stewards.

Not only did Roberts-Arundel 
want a smaller labour force, but 
they also wanted those who were 
left to give up their morning tea- 
breaks of 10 minutes per day and 
said they were prepared to pay what 
amounted to 6s. 5d. for the extra 
50 minutes worked each week and 
to-install tea-vending machines. The 
men refused to give up their tea- 
breaks of their kettles, but made 
no objection to tea-vending ma
chines. However, when they returned 
from their annual holidays, they 
found that their kettles had been 
removed, but they took no action 
because the management once again 
raised the question of redundancies. 
Soon after this, the men found one 
morning that their tea-mugs had 
been smashed and their stools 
broken.

It wasn’t until November 10 that 
the management informed two 
stewards, in a casual way just as 
they were leaving for home, that 
they intended to start women 
workers. There was no real con
sultation on this and the position 
was further aggravated when three 
women started doing the very jobs 
of some of the sacked men, but at 
half the wages. The dispute was 
taken through procedure, but the 
company refused to take the women 
off these particular jobs while dis
cussions' took place. Local vofficdals 
and management registered a failure 
to agree and the men took a vote 
that if the management took on 
any more women without consulta
tions, then they would take strike 
action. On November 28 the com
pany started two more women and 
tire strike began.
COMPANY LEAVES EMPLOyERS’ 
FEDERATION

With such a short tiqie to go to 
Christmas, the management no doubt 
thought tha) by provoking a strike, they 
would soon defeat the union organisa
tion in the factory. This supposition is 
further strengthened by the fact that th6 
Employers’ Association, on December 2, 
suggested a return to work on an agree
ment that no more women would be 
started without full consultations. While 
the strike committee agreed to this, the 
company turned it down flat. In Febru
ary, Koberts-Arundel resigned from the 
Engineering Employers’ Federation and 
then tried to recruit labour in order to 
run the factory in what they called a 
Tree atmosphere’.

Mr. Pomeranz, the head of the com
pany, thought he could run the Stockport 
factory on the same lines as his factory in 
North Carolina. He said the men at Stock- 
port would not accept changes and work 
with modern equipment. He says that 
wages were raised and conditions im
proved.

However, a pamphlet, Support the 
Roberts-Arundel Strike, says, ‘The man
agement itself is extremely inefficient’ and

Get Com m itted I

that when new machinery from America 
was introduced they ‘were supposed to 
be built withput any drawings at all. 
Instead fitters were provided with a book 
—known as the- “bible”—containing 
photographs and details of 4,000" sepa
rate parts, and told to get on with it.’ 

Mr. Pomeranz has admitted that he 
does not like trade unions and has ex
plained that he is a ‘paternalist’, and 
considers himself '•he Great White 
Father of the company’ and that all 
employees must do what he tells them to. 
He might get away with this in North 
Carolina, in Mexico, or Italy or Belgium, 
but what She did not know was that 
Stockport is, bn the whole, fairly well- 
organised in the engineering industry.

What beat Mr- Pomeranz was that, 
despite the fact that he had recruited 

1 ‘scab’ labour, the goods being produced 
were being ‘blacked’ by other workers. 
At the same time, the Lancashire and 
Cheshire Federation of Trades Counoils 
was calling strikes in support, which 
affected other employers. In the end the 
orders were just not comng in and Mr. 
Pomeranz was forced to sack his scabs 
and close up.

A great deal has been made of the 
fact that this all took place in an 
American company, the Communist 
Party going full blast bn it, but the 
'English employers are guilty of a similar 
action at the IBR Jersey Mills in 
Brighton.
WERE NOT ISOLATED

The whole situation has been an 
embarrassment to Mr. Gunter, the 
Minister of Labour, but despite many 
appeals to  condemn Roberts-Arundel, he 
has Qot done -so. However, it is naive to. 
expect Mr. Gunter to condemn this 
'.company, for he did hot want to frighten 
American investors away and he prob
ably thought that the company would 
win. ■

Forcing the company to close is a 
victory, not only! for the strikers, but 
also for the workers who gave their 
support and solidarity. By taking direct 
action and not just leaving it to the offi
cials, it has -been’shown that when dis- 
potes- arrraken  wat~of their isolation, 
they can be won. -

Even now there- is still some suspicion 
about the intensions of the company and 
picketing is j being continued by the 
sacked strikers, who think that the 
management is lying about closure. Even 
Mr. Tocher-said, ‘We’ve heard all this 
■before; We will believe it when we see 
the “For Sale” signs on1 the factory.’ 
Knowing this company, it could well he 
a fiddle to get the men to call off their 
action which has been stopping work 
over the past year.

Whether the management intends to 
close down or not, all militants and 
anarchists in the North-West area should 
see to it that -if the strikers are not 
started on again, this factory will never 
work again, under the Roberts-Arundel 
management, not even in an admini
strative capacity as Mr. Pomeranz hopes. 
This is the least we can do.

B.B. & P.T.

rkers’ Control
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ORDER ROOK EMPTY
/~|NCE AGAIN the shipbuilding in- 
”  dustry in the United Kingdom is 
in the doldrums. The order books are 
just about empty and closures plus re
dundancies are the order of the day. 
This, of course, is nothing new to the 
workers in the shipbuilding industry, 
they have been faced with this position 
throughout their history. But although 
most of the shipbuilding workers in the 
past have accepted this pattern of -slumps 
and booms there are now signs of grave 
anxiety amongst them. They now see 
their own employment prospects in a 
situation where not only shipbuilding 
is suffering but in fact many other 
industries throughout the country are 
in the same position and the prospects 

- of employment are nil.
The Geddes report on shipbuilding, 

although it contains vast improvements 
in the whole set-up of the industry, 
•is still not the answer. For although 
modernisation and ideas are necessary 
for the industry, how can anyone expect 
workers to co-operate if it means re
dundancies and unemployment must fol
low. What must be done is that a 
planned programme must be put into 
operation so that the Geddes report 
can be carried out smoothly, without 
redundancies or closures. British ship
owners must be forced to build their 
new ships in home yards, if this was 
done immediately it would alter the 
unemployment, situation within the ship
building industry. To save the ship
building industry we must go further 
than Geddes is prepared to go—take the 
industry out of the hands of the British 
shipbuilding employers who are the real 
culprits for the mess the industry is in 
today.

The results of the employers lack of 
capital investment in the past is be
ginning to open the workers eyes. The 
money and profit that this industry made 
during World War H and the boom 
-immediately after, caused by the re
placement of lost merchant tonnage, 
was more than enough to have built up 
a modem shipbuilding industry. Geddes 
is still prepared to leave the industry 
in the owners hands and the British 
Labour Government is prepared to assist 
the owners by giving them £267 million

of public money—£200 million for ship
owners, £67 million for the shipbuilders. 
With such large amounts of our money 
at stake we (the workers) should be -in 
a position to have some say in the 
matter. British shipowners this year
alone placed 71% of their orders in 
foreign yards. This along with our 
present orders would have been sufficient, 
to have kept the industry at full capa
city without any closures or threatened 
redundancies.

A potential area of development for 
the shipbuilding industry is the coastal 
trade. At the moment this carries 
approximately 80% of all British freight 
and with our road system congested with 
heavy transport this industry could and 
should be developed further. The ship
building industry Bill which was intro
duced in July this year with £200 million 
worth of cheap credit facilities must be 
taken advantage of immediately. Only 
a few British shipowners have taken 
advantage of this, the majority are 
operating a hands off policy. British 
shipbuilding workers should demand I 
that the shipowners should place their 
orders in home yards like other mari
time nations who, when they find their 
own shipbuilding industry in decline, 
demand that their shipowners build ships 
in the home yards. A policy like this 
should help many of the other industries 
that depend on shipbuilding.

The Geddes report on the shipbuilding 
industry makes a case for a growth in
dustry and recommends at the same time 
that 27 of the major yards should be 
amalgamated into four groups on a 
regional basis; two on the Clyde, the 
others on the Wear and the Tyne, and 
a national labour force of 50,000 rising 
to 52,000 at peak periods. The rationali
sation of the industry has been the 
ambition of the shipbuilding employers 
for many years. However, no matter 
how this industry is streamlined and 
modernised, if it remains in the hands 
of the capitalists it will still be subject 
to the slumps and booms of capitalism. 
Tinkering with the fabric of capitalism 
will not alter its nature—only workers’ 
control will solve this problem.

Andy M cGowan.

Busmen’ s Raffle

P ra to m  hwm.  11* M n n l l  J U r t .  I n t o

Since Ibis was written the Unions 
have apparently accepted a 11 a 
week increase and called off the 
dispute. But it is clear from this 
article that whatever has, or will 
be, gained by the busmen is due 
entirely |„  dicir own struggles. 

E?OR TWO MONTHS most of the 
North-West’s busmen, outside Man

chester, have been caught up in a tough 
light over pay and negotiating rights.

Lucal negotiating rights on wages and 
ft rise in the low basic pay, was the 
general war-ory locally. National nego
tiations, as we all know, arc slow at the 
best of limes and 1 busman’s basic pay 
is so low, that pnly by putting in leng 
hours of overtime can he get anything 
like a wage.

Even so, there has been a right to-do 
about it and the busmen in a lot of towns 
have been hard put tg. get their bosses to 
agree to talks. At 'Ashton, and other 
places the row brought on strikes, as the 
council bosses did their best to get back 
at the men.

During the di*Putc T&G has been 
accused of guerrilla warfare in its use 
of tactic*. K/fHitant municipal busmen 
are now threatening strike action in any 
Lancashire town where talks on the ‘Bus
men’s Charter’ have not begun by Sun-

I  S W.6

day next. Stoppages to be decided on 
by local branches. Alan Thompson, 
national bus secretary of the T&G, told 
the Guardian, ‘I have had to tell them 
officially, that this resolution should not 
he passed, but they ignored my advice.’ 

The i local papers, the Rdchdale 
Observer and Manchester Evening News 
amongst others, have, been against the 
busmen all along. These rags, ever ready 
to attack workers in dispute, are opposed 
to anything which puts up the rates. 
Perhaps it was wishful thinking that 
made Ihe Rochdale Observer editors say 
on Ootober 28, 'The result of the pre
sent dispute could very well be that as 
people find alternative means of travel 
they will not want to return to the buses, 
consequently platform staff will have to 
look elsewhere for employment.’ One 
gets the idea that this paper would wel
come any cut in services, any rise in 
fares (or rents), no matter how it hurts 
us the public, just so long as costs go 
down.

The press are all for putting up prices, 
when it hits the working people. They 
always crack-on to back the general 
public, but they only look after them
selves and their friends amongst the 
better off and well-to-do. Had the bus
men instead of banning overtime,- given

free rides to the public (like some trades 
and business men are at Ashton, to fill in 
for the less corporation buses, due to the 
ban), the same papers which are sup
posed to be worried about the effect of 
the bus ban on the public, would’ve 
shouted blue murder.
DON’T COLLECT THE FARES!

RUN THE BUSES—DON’T COL
LECT THE FARES. Many think this 
the best way to beat the council bosses. 
During this dispute conductors have been 
slack about collecting fares, it’s a wonder 
they didn’t call it off altogether.

Maybe it’s against the law, but per
haps we have a rash respect for the law. 
For all the law does is protect those who 
have a lot against those who have a 
little. Note how the police fought to 
protect the Roberts-Arundel factory from 
its own striking workers.

All long disputes are of course nerve- 
wracking to anarchists, who’d sooner get 
things over and done with, with the 
least suffering to both workers and 
public. It’s easy for us to talk, but we 
don’t see why we shouldn’t break the 
law, if it- saves people suffering.

-Meanwhile, it’s going to be horse-work 
getting the councils to agree to our 
demands. Local councils lack able nego
tiators and if only for this reason, it 
won’t be easy to have future negotiations 
dealt with locally on wages. D ie  bone- 
heads on the councils can’t be expected 
to be eager to expose themselves to risk 
and ridicule at the hands of union 
negotiators, without a struggle.

. North-West Worker.


